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Keith and fans waiting for the Kokomo Kings

When Ken met Kate (again)
Danny Rivers exposes himself
John Howard reads another book
Tony Papard spends a night with Linda
Soul Kitchen, Jazz Junction, Blues Rambling
And more...
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The Paul Harris article on Al Jackson aka 'Lil
Fats' (Domino), reminded me of the occasion
I saw Lil Fats live at the Contraband Festival
In Lake Charles, Louisiana, must have been
the late 1990s. At that time I was staying over
with Glen Croker who was the lead guitarist
and singer with the Hackberry Ramblers. The
band at that time still had some of their
original musicians who recorded in the
1930s. At age 50+ Glen was not the
youngest band member, this being author
and journalist Ben Sandmel who was the
Ramblers’ manager and drummer.
Glen suggested we see Lil Fats who was
playing open air somewhere down near the
lake, and sure enough he had just set up his
band, and the audience was probably not
more than a couple of dozen people. What I saw and in particular heard was jaw dropping; I had
seen plenty of Elvis and Holly imitators, but this was a Fats
reincarnation. Compared to my photos, what I remember was
obviously not a rotund Fats Domino, and the photos reveal a far
slimmer and younger person, but I can guarantee his voice and
mannerisms were such that a couple of local ladies would not
believe Lil Fats was not Fats’ son, and walked away shaking their
heads in disbelief. Lil Fats had just had a CD released but had no
CDs with him, telling me that I may be able to get a copy in a
Lafayette record shop. I was unable to do this, but years later
Woodie Jivin' Gene did burn me a copy.
On my return to Blighty I raved to anybody within earshot about this Fats
clone, but nobody had heard of him, until I tuned up to a Castor gig, and
Woodie Gerard Homan revealed he did actually have that CD. So, with
much mail to and from the States, I found Lil Fats manager's contact
details, and Gerard tried in vain to negotiate a gig in the UK. The
management proved hard to deal with and said that "Lil Fats does not
fly" so that was that. I had noted with interest that Lil Fats had been
doing some cruises so I just wondered if there may be renewed
interested in a UK gig, and was pleased to see that Hemsby had been
successful in their
negotiations.
I
believe there are
more different CDs
available,
so
hopefully these will
be on sale at the May gig. See you there...
Cheers
Ken Major (words and pictures)
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An April Fool says:
“ HOLD THE THIRD PAGE!
and please don’t kick me any
more ”
Hi Gang.
Lots of great things have been happening for Tales From The
Woods, since we last had our bi-monthly 'comfy' chat. Just last
Sunday, 22nd March to be precise, in collaboration with "Des Blues"
our very good friend up there in bonnie Lancashire, we presented Kokomo Kings at our favourite
venue for holding the type of gigs that may require to be a little intimate, the Spice Of Life that sits
on the edge of London’s Soho district. The band were here in the UK from their homes in Sweden
and Demark to perform at the Banbury Blues Festival, along with TFTW and Des Blues in London
and that was it, before flying home to their native lands. For those who attended they were, like I
was, no doubt amazed by the sound emanating from these guys; authentic blues, raw and
passionate, for once the publicity blurb proved to be accurate. Mississippi hill country, blues of the
honky tonk down south, a nod towards Chicago, laced with a tablespoon of swamp pop and the
sort of Rock’n’Roll we talk about in these pages.
No loud long self-indulgent boring guitar solos
more associated with the excess of Rock without
the Roll, the legs apart, facial grimaces, near
compulsory curly perm, none of that nonsense,
just pure Blues of the type that Dave Parker our
Blues-ologist would write about here in Tales
From The Woods magazine. If you think I may be
exaggerating, check out their CD 'Artificial Natural'
which carries a rave review elsewhere within
these pages by no less a figure than John 'Mr
© Tony Annis
Angry' Howard, carried by our friends in UK
Rock’n’Roll recently by the very same author. The Kokomo Kings are back in Blighty come
October when Des Blues and I are attempting to set up a London date for them, so don't miss
them this time. I get the impression there may not be too many more opportunities to see them in
such aforementioned intimate circumstances, as you see from accompanying photos, no less a
figure than Big Joe Louis came along to offer his support to the guys; now if that ain’t
recommendation I don't know what is.

























Six days prior at the very same venue, Monday 16th March, a sold out
house squeezed themselves inside this respected, mostly Jazz venue,
to help celebrate an incredible 50 years in the fickle world of showbusiness for Dave Travis. Dave was looking fit and healthy, giving not
the slightest indication that a bug picked up in foreign parts had laid him
low for much of the winter months. The star of the show, invited to make
© Tony Papard
this night to remember for Dave, the pumping piano lady from Ferriday,
Louisiana, Linda Gail Lewis and her excellent band 'Some Like It Hot'. Look, I don't need to tell
you rockin’ folks that Linda Gail is the baby sister of the legend that is Jerry Lee Lewis. However,
folks like the lovely Eve and her boyfriend, both I guess late teens, early twenties, called me on my
mobile a few days before; they had seen the flyer whilst having a drink and bite to eat in the Spice
Of Life, excitedly she bought the last couple of tickets, explaining they were looking forward to the
gig very much, having very little idea about Rock’n’Roll, but having certainly heard of Jerry Lee
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Lewis. Time now to blow our trumpet folks; Tales From The Woods the organization that is
helping to bring live roots music back to the west end of London has proved it's 'salts' bringing
young folk like Eve and her man to our music, of which they would otherwise be
deprived.
Good to see so many faces at this celebration too, that I personally have not
seen in a considerable number of years. I won’t go into detail here, as this will
be done with much aplomb in pages yet to come, I’ll simply end by saying I
know that publisher, musician, singer, Dave Travis enjoyed his evening
immensely and like me wants to thank you all again for coming along to help
celebrate his life.
Eight days prior Sunday 8th March, TFTW were in collaboration for an evening of boogie-woogie,
rhythm and blues, Rock’n’Roll, which attracted a near capacity crowd at London’s legendary 100
Club. Overall, a busy few weeks.

























We are very pleased to announce upon this page that both the line-up and ticket price for our 2is
Reunion/British Rock’n’Roll Heritage Show 10th Anniversary Show Part 2 on Sunday 28th June at
the Borderline in London has been finalised. Tickets will remain the same as for 1st February,
keeping the price pegged for Woodies at a mere £20, which has been the same for the past
couple of years, £25 in advance for non-woodies and £28 on the door on the night. Once again we
have created an exciting and diverse line-up. amongst the headliners is Jona Lewie who will be
taking us back long before “staying in the kitchen at parties” or indeed “calling upon the cavalry”,
back before his days with the legendary Stiff label, closer to the days when he was a member of
the acclaimed and fondly remembered rhythm and blues band Brett Marvin and the Thunderbolts.
Most certainly back to the days when Blues and Rock’n’Roll loving Jona played piano behind
legendary Blues man Arthur Big Boy Crudup, the man often credited with being one of the
founding fathers of Rock’n’Roll and as part of the Corsairs Jona backed Gene Vincent on his 1964
UK tour. Now folks, if that alone has not whetted your appetite, when this present year was very
much in its infancy, lead guitarist of the Tales From The Woods band, John Spencely and I,
along with a couple of hundred lucky folks, attended a benefit gig at the Half Moon in Putney
where Jona, along with many TFTW favourites, performed. To say John and I were knocked out by
his set, from that moment I made up my mind I wanted to see him on our Heritage show at the
Borderline and I am happy to say, Jona kindly agreed.
Mike Berry will be returning for the third amazing time, as indeed the flyer states, each show Mike
has done for us has been completely different. We know that he is going to put on an electrifying
show as do all our loyal regular attendees, back by popular demand, as you will all know Mike will
give us a show to remember.
Graham Fenton, no stranger to a TFTW stage, is making his second Borderline appearance for us,
along the way headlining a TFTW theatre show at the Halstead Empire (Linda, one half of the
management team of this pretty theatre in rural Essex, was in the audience sitting stage left at the
Linda Gail Lewis gig - did you spot her?).
Mike Sagar who cut a masterpiece back in 1961 entitled 'Deep Feeling' on HMV and has not
stopped working since, a performer who can still very much 'cut the mustard', will be heading up
from his native Leeds to debut with us with the guitarist who has been at his side since those
earliest days, Richard Harding who has been described by those in the know as one of the
greatest guitarists this country has ever produced. When not working with Mike his lineage reads
like a who’s who in the world of Country and Rock’n’Roll. Believe me folks, this is going to be a
show you dare not miss.
Returning as so many of you have requested will be the man with one of the finest Rock’n’Roll
voices in the UK, Cliff Edmonds, all the artists backed up by the band that has set standards not
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just for TFTW but all backing bands throughout the land, the six piece Tales From The Woods
Band.
Robb Shenton has very kindly agreed to step in as singing MC after the very sad passing of
Rockin’ Ricky. Robb is, of course, a very good friend of us all here at TFTW, very active on the
current Rock’n’Roll scene, with praised CDs to his credit. This former Joe Meek recording artist
has, apart from appearing upon several shows for us, played the main stage at last summer’s
prestigious American Festival. Folks, in the words of the great Eddie Cochran, I think this show is
going to be Somethin’ Else!
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Unfortunately I have to announce that due to contractual obligations Chris Farlowe will now not be
appearing on our Woodville Halls Theatre, Gravesend show on Sunday 17th May. However I am
very pleased to inform you that the band who has performed behind Chris now for several years,
the excellent Norman Beaker Band will still be appearing. As many of our Blues loving readers
will testify, Norman is one of the finest blues guitarists in the UK, or in the words of a seasoned
member of the Tales From The Woods Band, he could certainly "give Eric Clapton a run for his
money". apart from doing their set they will be backing Cliff Bennett joined by the Rebel Rouser
horn section, which includes our very own Sid Phillips. Norman has very kindly agreed to back
Dave Berry who has stepped in at relatively short notice, while the remainder of the bill remains
the same.
I went into some detail of this fabulous show where TFTW last visited as the start and finish location
of our Skiffle boat, now several years ago, in the last Issue of this magazine (83) so I won’t labour
the point here, except to answer a few queries that have been received at the TFTW office. The
theatre is just a few minutes’ walk from Gravesend Railway Station; simply turn left outside, walk
up the narrow roadway, turn right into the main road and you will see the Theatre in front of you.
Tickets have a two tier theatre price, £32 for the very best seats, £22 remainder. It holds little more
than 600 people so it is likely a view will be satisfactory no matter where you sit. Woodville Halls
has its own parking area, high speed trains run to and from London St Pancras in around 30
minutes, and Gravesend is of course in close vicinity to the surrounding Medway towns. Like all of
our shows, our thoughts are first with our loyal patrons, hence we start early and finish in time for
you all to make late trains, and hit the road in readiness for work the following day. Doors 6pm
show-time 6:30pm and all over by 10:30pm with a couple of intervals in between.
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In the words of Monty Python, now for something
completely different. If you have been following Peter
Stockton’s articles in this magazine regarding Beat Poet
Royston Ellis the man who toured with Cliff Richard and
The Shadows reciting his unique brand of beat poetry rocketry - and later to hang out with the Beatles, John
Lennon in particular being an admirer, author of many
tomes, including 'The Big Beat' written in 1961 the first
ever book about Rock’n’Roll a good ten tears before
anyone else dared to treat the subject matter as an art
form, this giant of Bohemia will be making a rare trip
away from his adopted home of many years in Sri Lanka
to visit London for a short stay in late May.
On Friday 29th all Woodies will be privileged to meet
Royston at the private Theatre Bar of the Kings Head
from 4pm to 8pm allowing opportunities for folks to come
and go as they please. We have incorporated the event
into our last Friday of each month 'gang meet up' so that
as many of our members as possible will not be
disappointed. A buffet will be provided and there will no
admission charge, however all are welcome to make a
donation to Tales From The Woods, so that we can
'keep on keepin’ on" as in the words of a fan at the recent Linda Gail/Dave Travis event so
flatteringly remarked, that we indeed lead the way with our intellectual vision, imagination and
social activities.

For Cool Cats and Shabby Tabbies
Paul Barrett
Rock'n'Roll Enterprises
(est. circa 1960)

For all pre-Beatles Rock'n'Roll, coast to coast and world-wide.
From the Jets to Crazy Cavan, Jackson Sloane and the Rhythmtones to Matchbox, Wee
Willie Harris to The Class Of ’58. With Gene Summers, Roddy Jackson, Linda Gail Lewis,
Jack Scott, Ray Campi, Billy Harlan, Charlie Gracie.
As well as the Incredible Roy Young and Band, Alvin Stardust, Shane Fenton and, from
Germany, the Lennerockers

One call, book 'em all.
Tel: 02920 704279, Fax: 02920 709989
e-mail: barrettrocknroll@ntlworld.com
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SOUL KITCHEN
“Required reading” - John Broven.

LOST SOULS
DON COVAY
Don Covay was born Donald Randolph on 24th March 1938 in
Orangeburg, South Carolina. During the early fifties he relocated
with his family to Washington. His father was a Baptist minister, so it
was only natural he sang in his family's gospel quartet, the Cherry
Keys. He joined the seminal local group the Rainbows, which also
apprenticed Marvin Gaye, Billy Stewart, and other luminaries in the
mid-fifties.
When Little Richard's revue came through Washington in 1957,
Covay bagged himself a solo slot on his show, which resulted in
Covay teaming up with Richards for his US tours. Richard recorded
Covay under the name Pretty Boy, with his band the Upsetters. This
resulted in Covay's debut forty five, the Smouldering, 'Bip Bop Bip',
released on the Atlantic label, this being well before his successful long stint with that label.
Following on from his debut forty five, he formed the Goodtimers. They recorded for a host of
labels including Sue, Columbia, RCA, Big Top, Cameo and Landau, having modest success in
1961 with 'Pony Time' on Arnold records, which lost out to Chubby Checker's cover version, and
'The Popeye Waddle' on Cameo records in 1962. So as a dance creator Don Covay is
acknowledged for the dance craze that swept the USA, the PONY.
In 1964 Covay signed for the small independent label, Rosemart, which was distributed by Atlantic
records. After years of label hopping his first release for that label, the intense 'Mercy Mercy'
gained Covay his first R&B chart entry, which stalled at thirty five. The equally brilliant follow up
'Take This Hurt Off Me', just scraped the lower hundred.
Atlantic took over his contract and followed through with a successful run of crucial forty fives,
including 'Please Do Something' and the soul classic 'See Saw' which was to be his biggest hit.
The punchy up tempo slab of Southern soul 'Sookie Sookie' failed to chart in the States, but was
mega on the London club scene. He was also a dab hand at song writing with over 600
compositions to his credit. Aretha Franklin's 'Chain Of Fools', which won a Grammy, being his
most successful. Not forgetting he composed the great 'You Throw A Lucky Punch' by Gene
Chandler.
In 1968 he joined forces with other top Atlantic soul stars, Solomon Burke, Arthur Conley, Ben E
King, and Joe Tex to form The Soul Clan. This liaison ended after one chart single 'Soul Meeting'.
Unable to sustain chart action, in 1972 he joined Janus records to no avail. In 1973 he moved over
to Mercury, doubling as producer and A&R man, as well as the artist. He was once again back in
the charts with a string of releases from the Crème de la Creme album, SUPERDUDE 1. 'I Was
Checkin' Out, She Was Checkin' In', 'Somebody's Been Enjoying My Home' and 'It's Better To
Have (And Don't Need)', which was also a sizeable UK chart entry.
In 1976 Covey cut the TRAVELIN' IN HEAVY TRAFFIC album for Philadelphia International, but it
lacked the potency of his earlier work. His last R&B chart placing was in 1980 with 'Badd Boy' on
the Newman label, which was also his last recorded output.
His career continued to slide downhill, unable to find the jest that brought him so much success in
the sixties and seventies. In 1992 he suffered a stroke which, along with declining health
problems, forced him into retirement.
In 1994 a tribute album, BACK TO THE STREETS: Celebrating the music of Don Covay was
released. The album featured, amongst others, Bobby Womack, Robert Cray, Chuck Jackson,
which only went to highlight what an enormous talent and how hugely influential he was, both as a
singer and songwriter. He died 30th January 2015.
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Soulsssssssssssssssssssssssssoulssssssssssssssssssoulssssssssssssssssoul
What was recently in Soulboy's slot, but mainly on his deck?
....Needle down.......
L J Reynolds - Come Get To This (Motor City 2011) M
Gaye org
Hesitations - Yes I'm Ready (GWP 1969)
The Festivals - I'll Always Love You (Smash 1966)
Soul Cop (Oliver Christian) - I'll Keep Comin' Back For
More (Norfolk International 1976)
Manhattans - Our Love Will Never Die (Carnival 1967)
Johnny Soul - Take Me Where The Sun Never Shines
(SSS International 1969)
Derek Martin - Don't Put Me Down Like This
(Crackerjack)
Radiants - Heartbreak Society (Chess 1963)
Vonstatics - I Will Always Love You (Chess 1967)
Jimmy Hughes - It Ain’t What You've Got (Atlantic 1967)
Now for some deep soul stripped to the bone at its raw best. Pain on wax....
Tommy Bass - (Can't Help It Baby) This Is My Thing (Soulful Records)
Bobby Bland - Cry Cry Cry (Duke 1960)
Willie Hightower - I Love You (Yes I Do) (Fury 1962)
Doris Duke - How Was I To Know You Cared (Canyon 1970)
Peggy Scott - Every Little Bit Hurts (SSS International 1969)
Derek Martin - That's What I'll Do (Vibrations 1973)
Bobby Womack - Come L'Amore (United Artists 1972)
Joe Simon -Teenager’s Prayer (Sound Stage 7 1966)
Lee Maye - Half way (Out Of Love With You) (Lenox 1963)
Jimmy Holiday - I'm Gonna Help Hurry My Brothers Back Home (Minit 1967)
Frank Turner and the Silver Stars - All For The Kids (Maison de Soul)
McKinley Travis - Baby, Is There Something On Your Mind (Soultown 1970)
Larry Saunders - Three Strikes On Me (Soul International 1976)
Geater Davis - For Your Precious Love (House of Orange 1971)
Willie Hightower - Poor Man (Fame 1969) a side
Willie Hightower - Back Road Into Town (Fame 1969) b side
Fred Towels - Too Much Monkey Business (Way Out 1968)
Don Hollinger - Let Him Go (Mercede 1972)
Reggie Milner - Hello Stranger (Volt 1970) Surpasses B Lewis org? I stand accused.
Homer Banks - Hooked By Love (Genie 1966)
Loretta Holloway - Cry To Me (Aware 1974)
And to finish with something completely different, the brilliant...
Wee Willie Wayne - Travelin' Mood (Imperial 1955)

Remember you're in
safe soul hands with....

SOULBOY
Keep on keeping on
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Huey Piano Smith and the Clowns produced some of the most
rollicking, upbeat party records of the late fifties and early sixties
which were so redolent of New Orleans you could almost smell the
magnolia.
Suffused with charm and humour, tracks like the catchy Don't You
Just Know It, High Blood Pressure, and Rocking Pneumonia and
the Boogie Woogie Flu, were huge hits in both pop and R&B charts
at the time, and have been revived by some of the biggest names
in the music business ever since.
So it would be quite reasonable to expect the first biography of the
man who arranged, produced and wrote these songs would be full
of comedy.
It ain't. The best way to describe this book is Tragedy.
While author John Wirt pays proper attention to the music, to the
city that gave birth to it, the recordings, the chart placings, the backup musicians, and Huey's contemporaries, the bulk of the book is
taken up with the legal battles Huey faced from the moment he tried to claim his royalties.
These legal tussles bankrupted him and although he still has the piano stool, the piano that gave
Huey his onstage moniker has long since been repossessed by predators. Sorry, I mean creditors.
Every time he turned a career corner, he hit a brick wall, every new dawn turned out to be an
oncoming train. He couldn't have been worse served by the US legal system, and the US
recording industry.
And yet Huey, a committed Christian and member of the Jehovah's Witnesses, is neither howling
at the moon nor strapping on a suicide vest, both natural reactions to the way he has been
mistreated time and time again.
Now 81 and living in Louisiana state capital Baton Rouge, the New Orleans native is invited out
from time to time to receive another award, be it membership of the Rock'n'Roll Hall of Fame or a
“Pioneer” award from this or that R&B foundation.
After all, it is his piano on the intro to Smiley Lewis' I Hear You Knocking, on Guitar Slim's multimillion selling and much revived The Things That I Used to Do and he backed up hit duo Shirley
and Lee.
Author John Wirt interviews most of the available players in the game, from musicians to lawyers,
and paints a compelling picture of musical life in the south from the early fifties to today. He is also
academic in his approach to indexing, cross-referencing, and there is a considerable bibliography
at the back of the book. It all has the ring of truth and every claim has been tested with the rigour
of a skilled investigative journalist.
He had full access to Huey, and replicates the southern speaking style better than most novelists
no matter who he interviews. Obviously, most of the many contemptible legal vultures are either
no longer with us, or declined to discuss the matter.
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As the tale unfolds, we learn Huey
Smith's first mistake was the contract
he signed with Johnny Vincent, onetime rep for Specialty Records, and
founder of Ace Records of Jackson,
Mississippi.
Unknown
to
this
somewhat naive but optimistic
musician, he had apparently agreed
that Vincent took care of the
publishing of the original songs Huey
wrote alone.
His immediate reward was to see
Vincent's name as co-writer on at
least three million selling singles. He
swallowed this.
Next, Vincent removed Huey's vocals
from the song he again wrote alone,
Sea Cruise, and replaced with a
vocal by white crooner Frankie Ford.
Amazingly, he remained friends with
the obviously venal Vincent.
Somewhere along the line, Vincent
sold all the rights to the hit songs and he got away with that, too, declining to share the pots of
money the sales of those copyrights realised.
At some point, Huey was approached by an organisation called Artists Rights Enforcement
Corporation, who said they could get his back royalties for him, provided they could keep 50 per
cent of the cash they shook loose.
He agreed. And opened a whole new nest of vipers. His back catalogue was sold and re-sold,
while the biggest names in the business recorded and re-recorded his classics, from Aerosmith to
The Tractors, from the Beach Boys to the Grateful Dead.
Still, he got nothing, and had to take Artists Rights Enforcement Corporation to court, where he
sued and lost. He discovered the US Internal Revenue service believed he had been paid, and
attempted to tax him accordingly, causing yet more heartache.
John Wirt's meticulously researched but ultimately heart-breaking tome goes into intricate detail on
this story of questionable judges, lying attorneys, and a court system designed to quash the
common man. The only thing Huey Smith retained was his dignity.
What kept me reading this shocking story of exploitation and subterfuge was the optimism that
kept Huey himself going, that the tale was going to have a happy ending, that Huey, like Richard
“Louie Louie” Berry, and Herman Gonzalez and Jimmy Merchant of Frankie Lymon's Teenagers,
would finally get their dues.
Sadly, I was wrong. Fortunately, at 12.30pm on Saturday May 5 1979, I was privileged along with
a mere handful of others, mainly Brits, to see Huey and the Clowns play the New Orleans Heritage
Festival, a show I will never forget.
The late Bobby Marchan who sang many of the lead vocals on numbers like I'll Be John Brown,
Little Liza Jane and, indeed, High Blood Pressure, was on fine form, and the Lastie Brothers band
were absolutely the right guys for the occasion as Huey stayed in the background on piano. He
had, after all, done his bit. He wrote the songs and arranged them.
But that, too, was an insult to this most forgiving of men. He was given a timeslot that usually
devolves to unknowns while Fest crowds don't start building until 3pm. The story of his life.
John Howard
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The latest in our series of interviews is of
particular pleasure for me. Danny Rivers
considered by many to possess one of the finest
Rock’n’Roll voices in the UK, has been a close
friend of Tales From The Woods since its
inception. We met for the first time when Danny
and his wife Emily attended a night in the
company of Chas McDevitt’s Skiffle Group with
special guest the late Rick Hardy at the scruffy
Battersea pub where long time TFTW scribe Tony
Papard and I promoted a small series of gigs.
Danny stayed the course, attending many of our
shows, joining us on our jam sessions,
performing on TFTW shows, and supporting us
through the times when we were decidedly unfashionable. A big thank you to both Danny and
Emily Rivers.

This is a series of interviews for TFTW magazine to preserve your name for posterity.
Well I am like a pickle anyway.
Where were you born Danny?
I was born in Liverpool in 1942. They said in Liverpool that if your next door neighbour had their
name on a bomb then you should leave and, as our neighbours were Mr and Mrs Doodlebug, we
came down to London when I was three or four. We stayed in West Hampstead through the early
post war years although I don’t remember very much as I was very young. I didn’t know who my
father was at that time; it was just my mother who met a sailor, my stepfather, who was a fantastic
father to me. My real father could have been an Irish labourer or an American GI, in Liverpool you
could never be sure. I went to school in West Hampstead and I was in the Boy Scouts with Tony
Meehan and I was his patrol leader (not sure he liked me for that). At the camping competitions all
he’d do was bang the billy cans so you could see he was going to be a drummer.
Was there any musical inspiration from your family?
My mother liked singing a lot but not publicly so there wasn’t an influence as such. Like most of us
singers, when the mid-fifties came and Elvis hit the scene we all got the bug and wanted to be
him. “Heartbreak Hotel” was a big hit and a friend of mine at my second school at Haverstock, we
used to go and see King Creole, Jailhouse Rock, he was a guitarist but he liked Django Reinhardt.
I converted him to Elvis and 12-bar blues and I started singing then. I remember when I was at
Haverstock School I used to skip school dinners and go to Malden Road and get a big lump of
bread pudding for a penny, or the fish shop next door with crackling on the chips because we
couldn’t afford the fish. We went to little get-togethers and there was a working man’s club in
Swiss Cottage where we used to go in the interval
on a skiffle night or trad jazz night where they used
to like jiving. We used to do a few numbers and go
round with a hat for a few bob. This was before I
reached 18 and I got the fever, I thought this was
the way to be.
What connection did you have with the 2is?
I never performed at the 2is although I used to go
there. I was a bit young still so I wasn’t involved
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professionally. When I started singing it was in a talent contest at the Top Rank in Finsbury Park
with Billy Gray and the Stormers. We won that and got a week at Butlins Holiday Camp, Filey in
Yorkshire and we were entertaining little kids in Filey with Chas Hodges in the band which is
where we first met, a long time ago. It was afternoon stuff with little kids there, the sun in your eyes
and it wasn’t suiting me at all. Give me dark nights and spotlights and heavy Rock'n'Roll but it was
a start. Where I was really “discovered” was at the Top Rank in Kilburn High Road with the FleeRekkers. I did a show there and Larry Parnes and Joe Meek were there watching and they started
getting interested. It all happened all of a sudden and it was Larry Parnes, Joe Meek everyone
wanted to sign me up.
Larry took me up to Manchester for the Eddie Cochran, Gene Vincent package and he wanted me
to go on stage like he did with Billy Fury but I didn’t want to do that as I was petrified. I got to say
hello to Gene and Eddie and watch them from the wings and for an 18 year old that was certainly
an experience. They carried Gene Vincent to the curtain, with the mic just the other side of the
curtain. The curtain goes up, he goes into “Be-Bop-a-Lula” with the white spots, he threw the
microphone and the solo started with Jimmy Sullivan and he couldn’t find the microphone but he
could always blame his leg. Nobody would say “It’s not your leg, you’re pissed!” Eddie liked a drink
as well, but it didn’t show on stage and they were just magical. When you think of the audience
and the electricity of the show I was thinking I’d better go home because I’m not going to get
anywhere near this lot. They were frighteningly good, years ahead of us, and I thought I’d never
get nearly half as good but you stayed in because you loved it.
I did an audition after that with the Wildcats, I just did “Down The Line” and Larry signed me up for
the Wham! show. That’s how easy it was in those days, not like X-Factor. He was looking for new
names because Cliff and Marty had left his shows and for the Wham! shows he was looking for
new faces.
What was it like performing on television?
Petrifying - you’d sit around the studio all day and then your turn comes and you get up there. With
Jack Good there had to be a lot of camera angles, he’s looking upwards, up your nostrils, all
different angles and when you’re singing the song you had to switch from camera to camera and
when you’re nervous that’s not a good idea because you’d be looking at the wrong camera. We’d
go to his place in Chiswick, stand on one of his tables and he’d be on the floor getting camera
angles and you had to mime to records on the table. Good thing I wasn’t the weight I am now or
the legs wouldn’t have taken it. That’s what used to happen, he was great that way. He was an
Oxford graduate and you just wouldn’t expect him to be heavy Rock'n'Roll. He had a musical
called The Mare’s Nest which were all debutantes, all people in the elite, actors and actresses and
I was a pop singer in that show doing a number for him. We played all these funny little theatres
but he was just giving me experience. I liked Jack and I think most people did; he had ideas and
made it exciting with acts coming in fast and then leaving. It was like a constant show you never
stayed long enough for them to get fed up with you. That was his insurance scheme, he wouldn’t
give you too much of a chance in case you became boring.
With Larry Parnes I never felt that comfortable because he was too familiar
and I think from the off he wanted something to happen I’m sure you’ve heard it
before like when he took me to Blackpool to see some of his friends and he
was always making approaches which I wasn’t comfortable with. When we
went to the Midland Hotel in Manchester he pushed the two single beds
together and said, “We must talk business Danny.” I was that naïve he even
managed to get me to change into some tight trousers and told me not to wear
any underpants. I came out and he had lights that used to go on you to see if
there was any profile. Then he told me I ought to wear padded underpants… not really but the rest
is true. He wanted to call me Danny Able but I didn’t like the idea of that. He used to go out
hunting at night in the West End and his hat and coat rack was full of military uniforms and of
course he had that thing with Johnnie Ray, he was always on the prowl. His prime aim however
was to make money.
He gave me a lot of work; he gave me the Jack Good thing, and he got a lot of work, he was the
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contact. He spent all night trying to convince my dad to let him sign me up but my dad wouldn’t
have it because of what I’ve said and so I never did sign with him. I’ve still got the contract with a
sixpenny stamp on the bottom. I went to George Cooper and Harry Dawson, an agency that
worked with Larry anyway and they were all working in conjunction so really I should have signed
with Larry but once my dad had a say he wouldn’t have it, he’s too Victorian. I should have signed
with Larry because he had the work and the money even though he did take 60% of what you
earned plus the little bit he’d taken earlier anyway. George Cooper and Harry Dawson did the
same thing; they’d offer £100 for example and I’d get £25 less 10%. I was on £22.50 driving up to
Scotland and all over the place, coming back the same day and doing a gig. But I thought it was
fantastic money.
When I did the Johnny Burnette tour I think I was getting about £15 a night but for seven weeks
working six nights a week, it was good money. It does seem a bit pitiful now but when you’re
young and you’re enjoying it and the girls are screaming, you don’t care. Johnny Burnette was
doing his pop stuff then, he’d gone off the Rock'n'Roll and we became friends immediately
because I was pestering him about Elvis as they were buddies and we went to a couple of
parties… boy could he party. I’m leaving at four or five in the morning and he’s still well stuck in. I
thought he’s not going to live long and he comes off a raft in Memphis on a fishing trip. I really
enjoyed his company and they were always very grateful to us for warming up the audiences for
them, always thanked us. They were all my heroes. Gene McDaniels wrote in my scrapbook “Elvis
was never better” which is a load of bullshit but I loved it anyway. He was singing “Another Tear
Falls” and bringing the house down, what a great voice he had. Gary U S Bonds, the electricity of
“Quarter To Three”, people were going mad in that show and even when I was bottom of the bill I
went out there and they were going potty even then so I got all their reflected glory. We had a
great time on that show. It was a typical Parnes package, we were up and down the country like
yo-yos, you were up North, down South, up North again, it wasn’t planned for the least amount of
mileage but the music was at its height in early 1962.
You were also on other package shows with British artists such as Billy Fury and Joe Brown.
He used to put me in some of those with Johnny Kidd and I used to meet all the British artists so I
had a great apprenticeship. The only problem was that I got fired at the end of it. There weren’t
that many shows but I worked with all the greats. With Johnny Kidd and the Pirates once in
Boston, Heinz nicked the star’s dressing room because he got there early. We walked in with the
Pirates; they went in, grabbed Heinz and threw him and all his clothes out of the dressing room but
said to me I could use their room. So I was using the star’s dressing room with Heinz splattered
outside. They never liked him for whatever reason, whether it was standing on speakers saying he
invented it while it was probably done in America in the thirties.
How did you get on with Joe Meek?
Joe Meek was always very nice to me, very shy. He only lost his temper with
musicians but he gave the singers a peaceful life and I didn’t have any
problems with him. He made some fantastic sounds considering you were
singing in a second floor flat looking over Holloway Road thinking this was like
a rehearsal. Mind you, you had some great musicians around then; the
Outlaws, the Rebel Rousers, the Flee-Rekkers and then you heard the
playbacks and they were fantastic, really good music, good backing. I had
"Can't You Hear My Heart" which went into the charts in the thirties and put me
a little bit into the limelight although the follow ups didn’t do anything.
Did Joe Meek produce all your records?
No, the first one “Hawk” was with Dick Rowe and "Can't You Hear My Heart"
was the second record. You never know what’s going to happen and I’d been
surprised to get in the charts. I was just on the edge of getting into it but the
follow ups just didn’t seem to sell well enough. There was only Radio
Luxembourg in those days and if you wanted to be on national radio you had
to be in the top twenty to get your record played. I did an audition for the BBC
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at the Odeon Hall in Bond Street, nine o’clock in the morning and they stick you in a booth, you
can’t hear the backing and I failed the audition so the BBC wouldn’t play my records. So all I had
was Luxembourg and unless you were facing in the right direction you didn’t hear it. My last record
in 1964 which didn’t sell at all was “There Will Never Be Anyone Else” and that was done with Dick
Rowe again at Decca in West Hampstead so I’d gone full circle. When I left Joe Meek it just
seemed to fizzle out, there was no major disagreement or anything like that. The last thing I heard
about him was he was at a hotel in the Seven Sisters Road and he used to get his drugs from a
gang connected with the Krays and he wasn’t paying their bill so who knows what happened to
him.
You gave up quite early, in 1964.
My parents used to give me money to go on the
shows and then, when I got cheques, I used to
pay them back. When the work went bad with all
the groups arriving, solo singers became a
nonentity, the bills were piling up and the parents
said you’ve got to pack it in and work in the Do It
Yourself shop so I was back cutting timber and
asbestos in the DIY shop in 1964. I never got
involved with the business after that, I was out of it
until 1990 which is a big gap. I went to the
Hammersmith Palais to see a few Rock'n'Roll
faces and Cliff Bennett got me in more or less. He
couldn’t believe I was still around. He got my
phone number and then people started ringing up again, John Repsch mainly who wrote The
Legendary Joe Meek, to get me involved with the Joe Meek project. So I was doing bits and
pieces then, not very professional, it was just get-togethers and doing a few songs. There was one
gig in Lewisham that John Repsch did which was a travesty because everyone was paralytic
including Heinz. John paid £1,000 for the group to do “Telstar” again with Heinz on bass who was
totally out of key. He was like a bent arm and it was the worst thing I’ve ever heard. Roger LaVern
was getting hold of him screaming “Where’s my money” and I don’t know whether he never had
the money or he didn’t want to pay them.
I believe you did some Billy Fury events.
The promoter was putting on a Billy Fury weekend and wanted to book me for the weekend at the
Carousel on the South Pier at Blackpool. He paid me £300 and I went there a day early to
rehearse and it was with Dave Sampson and the Hunters and they turned up on the night when
the show had started so no rehearsal and I was paralytic. I did the worst show possible and he still
paid me the £300, a lot more than I used to get for doing a good show. It started from there and
I’m an honorary member of the Billy Fury Society. We went up for the lectern at Liverpool
Cathedral and I got friendly with all the family, Jean is still alive and she’s fantastic, of course his
brother Jason Eddie is dead now. I did a bit of Billy Fury then and there was Colin Paul who is a
fantastic performer and he does Elvis, P J and Billy he does all those gigs. He entertains people
and he gets the people in so if you can get hold of Colin Paul, do so.
So that was what was happening when I came round and knocked on your door was it?
Yes, that was a shock, I thought why’s this feller come all the way from Bromley to ask me to do
something. That was for the first 2i’s show. Who gave you my address anyway? I’m glad you did
because it’s been a real experience doing your shows and I’m so grateful to everybody that has
supported me through thick and thin. It’s a bit like a marriage that’s sustained its strength. It’s the
same with Dave who said without you he wouldn’t be singing, you’re keeping people carrying on.
You mentioned the groups coming in and taking over; did you not consider getting a backing group
together?
It’s always been my bugbear, I should have done although I don’t think I had enough work to keep
a band happy. You had to get so many gigs for them to make a living and I was working with
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different bands although they were very good it didn’t stabilise my act because you’re doing
standards all the time and there’s no preparation for the shows. Marty used to go out with some
girl he was with and do cabaret in the northern clubs but I don’t think I was in the same league as
Adam Faith and the Roulettes for example. I should have done what my father said when he
bought me a Hoffner guitar. I thought this is pointless because I’m never going to be as good as
they are, I’m going to let them do it. I was a bit too lackadaisical, I enjoyed it but I didn’t work hard
enough at it. I was happy with where I got and I enjoyed it, it was a good interlude in my life.
I did a lot in that four years; I went to Norway in the Arctic Circle,
not many people got that gig (see issue 79) and I used to go
places where they’d never seen a British pop singer. I did a
summer season in Jersey, the Isle of Man which was great; I had
a good time with it. It doesn’t matter if you were skint, if you’ve
got a name, people will always look after you. You can go in a
place broke and come out paralytic without having spent a penny.
In Norway, when the boat docked, there were all these
Norwegian musicians on the quay with little speakers and I
thought is this it? Most of them couldn’t speak English and I
thought how am I going to manage this? The show was like an
Eisteddfod with a bongo player, acrobats, juggling and I was on
at the end as the big pop singer. The Norwegian audience are
stone dead through each song so you think you’re dying a death
but they’re just listening and at the end they go berserk, whistling
and clapping. We had parties in the summer houses on the fjords
where they’d make moonshine and we’d get rat-arsed there. I
enjoyed Norway, lovely people. I was booked for three gigs and I
think I found three more of my own private gigs in scout huts and
the like. The gig came through George Cooper and Harry
Dawson after "Can't You Hear My Heart". The Norwegians liked
that record and booked me. I went out on my own at 19 and I
think I played Trondheim, Narvik and Tromso.
How did you choose your name?
It was a simple thing, two Elvis films in which he played Danny Fisher and Deke Rivers and I just
combined the two. It appears to be pretty common as I think there’s about three Danny Rivers
about now. They always said I was going to make it to the seaside.
(Denis Hoare) In the Joe Meek days, and I ask this as I work with the Joe Meek Society and I
broadcast the Joe Meek Hour show on Radio Sutch, Monday nights, 9 o’clock,
www.radiosutch.net (plug over) did you ever visit Arundel Gardens?
No, just 304 Holloway Road in 1960 and "Can't You Hear My Heart" was recorded at the Marble
Arch studios, rather than Harrow Road, with Charles Blackwell as orchestrator and the girl singers
and recorded professionally. They all said it was unusual for Joe to do that… although I could be
confusing it with “Hawk” as it was a long time ago.
You mentioned Tony Meehan earlier?
I only knew him in the scouts and he was always a quiet and solemn person. We went to a
camping competition on Box Hill with me as the patrol leader which we won and got a sheathe
knife each and he was banging away on the billy cans with his knife and fork. He lived just down
the road in West Hampstead. I’ve tried to meet him since but he wasn’t very forthcoming. We went
to his brother’s wedding at the Irish Club in Eaton Square where everyone had to do a musical
turn, and that was a good day.
My wife says I have to mention Robert Plant. Apparently he says I was his boyhood hero.
(Emily) He said Danny Rivers was the best singer to come out of the early sixties. We saw him at
the Albert Hall last year and he was so pleased to see Danny, he hugged him, got all his
entourage over to meet him, told them Danny was his childhood hero and gave us four tickets to
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watch his show at the Albert Hall.
He loved the record “Movin’ In” and it had an
effect on him as an early teenager.
Now that we’ve heard from Emily, when we
first met I was touring and showing off and
Emily was on holiday in Greece. She met a
stuntman she knew and he asked her to be
an interpreter and dancer on the film he was
working on. So while I’m thinking I’m a big
deal in Kilburn, she’s in Greece dancing
around with Cliff and the Shadows in
“Summer Holiday”. So she was the real star
and we have a Polaroid photo of Emily at 17
sitting with Cliff in Athens which Cliff has
autographed
on
the
back.
The
choreographer was Jackie Irving who Cliff
was seeing for a couple of years, all hushhush as pop singers didn’t want to be seen
to be dating in case it ruined their career. She later married Adam Faith.
Thank you Danny that was great.
Thanks for listening to me. May I also take this opportunity to pass on my heartfelt sympathies to
any of the TFTW society who have lost loved ones.
That’s appreciated Danny.
Recording and photos © Denis Hoare

Rock’n’Roll on RADIO CAROLINE
EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT
Between 6pm & 9pm UK time
with your host Dell Richardson & guests!
TO LISTEN ON BROADBAND INTERNET THEN GO TO
EITHER OF OUR WEBSITES ON
www.caroline.rockers.co.uk or www.radiocaroline.co.uk
To tune in your satellite set top box, go here

The Boat That (still) Rocks!
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They could be Sweden's best R&B group if that position were not
occupied by The Domestic Bumblebees, with whom they share a
friend. King's lead singer and, obviously, harmonica player,
Harmonica Sam played with The 'bees at Rhythm Riot one year,
leading to a stampede to the back of the hall to buy both 'bees
CDs, AND Sam's.
These are a band in the mould of The Fabulous Thunderbirds,
and you can hear echoes of Kim Wilson's harp in some of Sam's
stylings. Unlike most of their ilk, they write their own numbers, and
all ten tracks here are originals, in English, and quite witty.
Not too many non-native English speakers would come up with a
song title like Charmageddon, and no native English speakers would come up with “She's so
skinny she can hide behind a fishing line”. Actually, this is not the only track to feature fishing,
obviously an important facet of Swedish life.
The Kokomo Kings were otherwise unknown to me, and the group's CD was handed to me on the
night before my pre-dawn flight to Spain's Rockin' Race Jamboree, so I had no chance to play it. I
caught their live show in Malaga, and they so impressed me that this was the first CD I played on
my return.
Vocally, Harmonica Sam is spot-on, accent and intonation totally authentic, and Ronni Busack
Boysen's lead guitar work does exactly what it is supposed to do. So, highly recommended, and
the recipient of repeated plays in my house.
John Howard

Piano-pounding Sam Hardie was the founder of King Size Taylor
and the Dominoes in 1957, and the passing of 55 years have not
sapped his abilities as both keyboard rocker and vocalist. And his
Liverpool sense of humour remains intact, too.
This generous 19 tracker includes the well-worn and familiar like
Wilbur Harrison's Kansas City, Chan Romero's Hippy Hippy
Shake and Larry Donn's Honey Bun alongside tracks seldom if
ever revived or covered like Thurston Harris' Do What You Did,
Cookie and the Cupcakes’ swamp pop classic Got You On My
Mind and Fats Domino's When I See You.
Sam is obviously a Domino fan, and his interpretations of The Fat
Man's material are faultless, so when he chooses to step outside
the predictable is when things get really interesting. Texas rockabilly Sonny Fisher's Rockin'
Daddy, and the revival by Eddie Bond were both string band arrangements, but Sam's piano led
arrangement takes the song somewhere else. Truly great.
For me, best track on the collection is Bob Luman's You've Got Everything, a brilliant uptempo
number ripe for revival. Incidentally, King Size Taylor and the Dominoes, Liverpool's favourite
Rock’n’Roll band of the fifties, are naturals for the Rockers Reunion. Make a note, Ian Wallis. The
rest of you, buy this CD and you will agree.
John Howard
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Scandinavian thrush Emmy Lou and her band are sufficiently well
respected in rockabilly circles to bag bookings in Las Vegas and
Hemsby, and this CD shows why.
They have plenty of attack on some well-known, and some lesser
known, revivals and covers, and Emmy Lou's versatility extends to
a spot of yodelling,
I will be eternally grateful for her inclusion in this collection of a
novelty of which I was unaware, You Can Get Him Frankenstein,
an early write by Phil Spector, as recorded by the Castle Kings on
Atlantic. She hands in an excellent take on the humorous number,
and it should have been the first track on this collection.
Instead, they chose to make Baker Knight's Bring My Cadillac Back the opener, and while the
band do their best, no cover can come anywhere close to the original.
The same might be said of the inclusion here of Brenda Lee's Sweet Nothin’s. Why? It's overfamiliar and although this take is fine, the original will never be bettered.
So, a worthy souvenir of a live show, but not an essential purchase.
John Howard

A real discovery, this one, an otherwise unknown in-person
recording by one of the earliest groups singing what later became
the doo-wop vocal group sound.
It's the whole show, including between song introductions, and
farewells, and despite the age of the recording, its sound is as
crystal clear as if it were recorded yesterday.
The outfit is probably best known for its seminal recording of the
later Elvis Presley million-seller Crying in the Chapel, but this
show pre-dates their recording of it.
But it coincides with their original version of a song later to
become a standard, It's Too Soon To Know, revived by dozens of
other artists, at the time, and down through the years.
Sonny's dreamy voice always does the business, and a group bearing the late singer's name
continues at oldies shows all over America.
For me, the sound is closer to the Inkspots, probably the biggest group of the day, than to the doowoppers of the late fifties and early sixties so this release takes pride of place in my collection as
an historical artefact rather than a must-repeated-play CD.
The extremely well written and researched hefty booklet that comes as part of the package is by
group harmony vocal expert Marv Goldberg and is well worth a read.
John Howard
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The doo-wop torch was passed to a new generation when Kid
Kyle played before a 1,000 plus crowd at the age of 12.
Amazingly, that was more than ten years ago, and the Kid has
grown into a mature vocal stylist equally at home with supper club
favourites as well as the harmony group vocal sound he grew up
with.
The stature he enjoys is endorsed by the presence on this 12
tracker of a member of the biggest selling vocal group of all time,
Ray Walker, bass singer of the Jordanaires.
The material includes the anticipated doo-wop anthems including
The Drifters' Drip Drop, Sonny Til's arrangement of Crying in the
Chapel, and The Moonglows' Sincerely but also includes
worthwhile takes on Bobby Darin's Dream Lover and Neil Sedaka's The Diary.
Kyle's voice is always spot-on, and as a live performer has an easy rapport, as UK audiences will
discover in May when he makes his UK debut at Hemsby Rock'n'Roll weekender in Norfolk.
John Howard

No-one has more right to front a tribute act for the Godfather of
Rock'n'Roll than his second son, also called Bill. Haley Senior
was the first star of this new music back in the early fifties and his
influence lives on.
Bill Junior had a career in publishing before the call of the Big
Beat led him to pick up a guitar just like his Dad, and re-form the
group that features the affable Bill Turner who played alongside
Bill Senior on world tours in the seventies.
For this debut Bill Jr hits his father's songbook hard, and in almost
chronological order of release has favourites like Real Rock Drive,
Crazy Man Crazy Shake, Rattle and Roll and Birth of the Boogie.
Bill Jr's vocals are confident and plausible, the arrangements stay close to those original Pythian
Temple recordings, and you get 13 tracks all of which will be familiar to the current generation of
fans, plus a great picture of father and son together.
Bill Jr makes his UK debut at Hemsby in May following a tour that has seen the outfit play as far
afield as New Zealand and all over the States.
This CD makes a worthy souvenir of the show but what I would like to hear is material that Bill
Senior never recorded, but could have done, given the Haley family treatment. Maybe next time.
John Howard

At the Rockers' Reunion held each January in Reading, fully half the phone callers to the booking
hotline had just one question: “Are Crazy Cavan and the Rhythm Rockers appearing this year?”
Organisers Ian Wallis and Willie Jeffery finally took the decision ten or so years ago to book Crazy
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Cavan EVERY year to avoid the question. Cavan and company are THAT popular in the UK.
Overseas, it's different. Having been fortunate enough to see them in the States and in Spain, they
are not just liked, they are REVERED. Worshipped. Held in awe. Treated like Gods.
In Spain, at the Screamin' Festival, they were unable to walk through town without a throng
following them. In the States, at Viva Las Vegas, they were hailed by no less a figure than Big
Sandy as the link between fifties Rock’n’Roll and the seventies revival. He was visibly moved to be
on the same stage as the dai-hard rockers.
Fortunately, this legendary band don't take themselves that seriously, and are as down-to-earth as
they were when they got together forty years ago.
But they will no doubt be pleased their legacy is getting some
proper respect, as in this five CD box set from Charly, with 69
tracks, packaging their first five original albums.
For those that don't know, they are Rockability, their UK debut,
Our Own Way of Rockin' from 1977, Crazy Rhythm, first released
in Holland in 1975, reissued on Charly in 1978, Live at the
Rainbow from 1978, and Mr Cool aka Still Crazy from 1979.
The CDs come in miniaturised sleeves replicating the original LP
artwork, together with a memorabilia-laden 20 page booklet and
informative essay by erstwhile Rock’n’Roll authority Stuart
Colman who rightly describes them as the undisputed Kings of
Teddyboy Rock’n’Roll.
In 1964 in South Wales, the band first took shape as Count Dracula and the Vampires, with Cavan
Grogan on lead vocals, Lyndon Needs on lead guitar and Terry Walley on rhythm, and with a
series of line-up changes which included the addition of Don Kinsella on bass, Brian Thompson on
piano and Mike Coffey on drums, they became Crazy Cavan and the Rhythm Rockers.
Through famed record finder and dealer Breathless Dan, Mike's brother, they had an unparalleled
access to obscure rockabilly and Rock’n’Roll and made full use of it. They also discovered a talent
for songwriting in the same style as their own heroes.
CD one is Crazy Rhythm that I, and probably you if you like Cavan, have on a variety of formats
and a whole series of reissues which contains the classic Wildest Cats in Town and my own
personal favourite, the solid stroller Teddy Boy Boogie. Both remain part of their stage act today.
CD two is Rockability which saw the band teamed with commercially successful producer John
Schroeder in a full scale tilt at the charts which introduced light and shade, and some ballads into
the Cavan mix. Includes tracks like Get Yourself a Band, country-tinged, and the hard rocker
Knock Knock.
CD three is Our Own Way of Rockin' which includes
the closest Cavan came to chart action when they
released My Little Sister's Got a Motorbike on a single.
Also there are covers of Ronnie Hawkins' Southern
Love and Roy Brown's Imperial cut Saturday Night,
done well.
CD four is Live at the Rainbow, cut at the legendary
north London venue, and it goes some way to
explaining why Cavan won't be let off the stage unless
they play their version of the Stephen Foster standard
Old Black Joe. The audience response to that track says it all.
CD five is Mister Cool, originally released as Still Crazy on their own label, but picked up for wider
distribution, it includes the timeless Rockabilly Rules OK, not to mention a fine reading of Big Joe
Turner's Flip Flop and Fly.
John Howard
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Hi folks, here's a look at a few new shinies that have just
found their way into my eager little mitts. First off is a 13track collection by a combo from oop North known as Lula
and the Bebops and entitled "Steady Roll". (Blind Chicken
BCCD 01) They are led by an engaging singer and actress,
Lisa "Lula" Howard, and are completed by Sam
Bartholomew on guitar, Adam Smith on piano, Phil Stanway
on upright bass and drummer Harry Hamer. Recorded at the
Chairworks studio, in Castleford, Yorkshire, in April of last
year, its chock full of fine performances, though I wished that Harry's
drums were up in the mix a bit more.
Lisa/Lula's singing is strong throughout on the material which includes
familiar friends such as Lavern Baker's "Voodoo Voodoo", Etta
James' "Baby Baby Every Night", a busy-tempoed "Kansas City",
Charlie Rich's "Rebound", and Ruth Brown's "Mama He Treats Your
Daughter Mean" and "As Long As I'm Movin'" along with the easy
swing of "Slow Smooth and Easy", the gentle rockin' "Fool In Love",
the particularly impressive "Tell Me Tell Me", the ever-popular
"Blueberry Hill", the Coasters' "Searchin'", Joe Turner's "Flip Flop and
Fly" and "Each Day", which reminds me a bit of Screamin' Jay Hawkins' "Move Me". Good solos
from Sam and Adam on here, and not a bad debut all in all. The release is distributed by Ace, of
whom more later.
The Alleycats are without doubt one of the most highly-regarded
bands on the South-East rockin' scene, and on a new album, on APM
APCD 020 and entitled "Up To Scratch", they offer a dozen cuts that
were taken from sessions in 2007 and from last year at the Roundel
Studio, in Kent. Personnel throughout are vocalist Johnny Valentino,
guitarist Mick Murphy, tenor sax man Butch Evarts, piano man Rusty
Lupton, bassist Drew Spikes and drummer Jerry Bart. A full, solid
production is present on this rockin' dozen, which mixes covers (good
takes of Jackie Brenston's "Rocket 88", Rocket Morgan/Lefty Frizzell's
"You're Humbuggin' Me", Frankie Ford's "Roberta", Gene Vincent's
"Wild Cat", Joe Turner's "Boogie Woogie Country Girl" and a version
of "Everybody's Tryin' To Be My Baby" which owes more to the York Brothers than to Carl
Perkins) and originals by way of "Daffy", "Don't Look At Me That Way", the Webb Pierce-inspired
"In The Doghouse Again" and my three favourites, "Born And Raised In Hicksville", "I Ain't The
Marryin' Kind" and "88 Keys". Well worth checking out.
Lastly, back to Ace and in recent times some splendid New Orleans
collections have hit the shops and most recently a new series "The
Complete Ric and Ron Singles" has been incepted, and there are no
greater and fitting men to inaugurate this series than Eddie Bo and
Johnny Adams, the latter of whom is the CD I have in front of me
here. Many Crescent City music fans will recall the long-time-back
Rounder CD that carried a dozen songs from the "Tan Canary"'s
1959-64 sessions for Joe Ruffino's esteemed label; well, here we
have both sides of Johnny's eleven singles plus two demos, "No Way
Out For Me" and - surprisingly - a waltz-time version of Ernest Tubb's
"Walkin' The Floor Over You", that for me doesn't quite work, which
were included on the limited edition 45 rpm box set of Ric/Ron material that was issued by Ace in
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2013. In terms of music quality, there's not really much to be said except that here was
questionably one of the finest singers ever to emerge from the Big Easy. "I Won't Cry", "A Losing
Battle", "I Want To Do Everything For You", "Lonely Drifter", "I Solemnly Promise", "Who You Are",
"Come On" (the version dubbed with voices which, along with "Nowhere To Go", earned a UK
release in '59 on Top Rank),the smooth, jazzy "Let The Winds Blow"... all are vocal masterclasses
that fully illustrate Adams' technique with his stunning use of falsetto. Of the songs that were new
to my ears "Wedding Day" and "Closer To You" are charming pop ballads, "The Bells Are Ringing"
is also a charming pop ballad but has a shuffle-beat to it, "Showdown" is a superb blues in the
style of "Losing Battle", Hank Williams' "Cold Cold Heart" receives a soulful tinge and is acceptably
good, "Who's Gonna Love You" is a pretty decent dance number, while "Tra La La" was revisited
during Johnny's time with the SSS International label in around 1970 as "Down By The River" (as
indeed "I Won't Cry" was, too). Lastly "Comin' Round The Mountain" works only as a pure country
song, end of story. Tony Rounce's excellent booklet notes tell Johnny 's story from his birth as
Laten John Adams in New Orleans in 1932 through to his untimely death in 1998; following his
departure from Ric/Ron he recorded for a few labels gaining chart success with Shelby Singleton's
aforementioned Nashville-based label SSS International label and recording critically-acclaimed
but largely commercially unsuccessful albums in the '80's and '90's for Scott Billington's Rounder
imprint. A typically classy presentation from Ace, and unreservedly recommended.
Incredible but true; 2015 is the year that the Charly label celebrates 40
years of reissuing all that is great and legendary in the field of roots
music, and as part of these celebrations we are treated to a special
double album in 10-inch form(!) by a band whose mid-'70's albums
proved to be massive sellers for Joop Visser's company. Crazy Cavan
and the Rhythm Rockers continue to reign supreme as Britain's
premier Ted band, but "Live At Picketts Lock" takes us back to when
Cavan Grogan (lead vocal) Lyndon Needs (lead guitar), Terry Walley
(rhythm guitar), Don Kinsella (bass guitar) and Mike Coffey (drums)
were sharing in the Rock’n’Roll fan's appreciation of rockabilly for the
first time; songs like Charlie Feathers' "Tongue Tied Jill" and "One Hand Loose", Gene Summers'
"Alabama Shake", Jerry Lee's "Big Blon' Baby" and "Old Black Joe" (which came to be
synonymous with Cavan himself as a set regular), Ronnie Hawkins' "Whatcha Gonna Do"
("Crawdad Hole" to some), and Eddie Bond's "Monkey And The Baboon" proved to '50's rockin'
cats 'n' kittens that there was more, much more, to Rock’n’Roll than just "Rock Around The Clock",
"At The Hop" and "Tutti Frutti". Classic rock and roll is nonetheless represented by Little Richard's
"Long Tall Sally" and Carl Perkins' "Blue Suede Shoes", and there's a little rockin' rhythm and
blues via Smiley Lewis' "Real Gone Lover" and Roy Brown's "Saturday Night". Not forgetting, of
course, a fair smattering of Cavan originals that came to be Ted standards such as "Wildest Cat In
Town", "Teddy Boy Rock 'n' Roll", "Got A Date With Sally", "My Little Teddy Girl", "Teddy Boy
Blues", "Stompin' Shoes" and "She's The One To Blame". This particular gig proved to be a
momentous performance as Stuart Colman points out in his fine sleeve-note; it was recorded in
Picketts Lock in Edmonton on May 15, 1976 which was the day that some 6,000 Teds gathered in
London to march in protest at Radio One's inability/unwillingness to present a show of vintage
Rock’n’Roll music (absent from the airwaves since Emperor Rosko's pioneering series of about 6
or 7 years earlier). Picketts Lock was the final stop for the marchers where a special gig took place
showcasing a bill of the UK's finest from bands which of course included Cavan and the guys. You
know the rest; later in '76 the "It's Rock and Roll" series came to be, but following a largely quiet
spell on radio for the Big Beat, Radio Two kept the boogie-seekers happy in the '90's and the
Noughties with the emergence of shows aimed at connoisseurs hosted most successfully by Mark
Lamarr. Anyway, with this outstanding release, with presentation appreciable to the eyes in every
respect (nice B&W pics) we find Crazy Cavan and the guys presenting their own (unique) way of
rockin', a style that has proved massively successful these past 40-odd years and will continue to
be so for years to come.
Brian Clark
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JAZZ JUNCTION
Courtney Pine at King’s Place, 19 March 2015
Black West Indian and African musicians have featured in British jazz
since before World War 2, but these inevitably came from the
immigrant population. However, in the early 1980s significant inroads
were being made by the young among the second generation, a fact
which aroused and excited the jazz critics and media of the day. The
extra challenge facing this group to break into the established scene inevitably led down
the path of ‘strength in numbers’ and the formation of the all-black London-based group
called the Jazz Warriors.
The disproportionate nature of the interest on the new entrants (both black and white) that
followed the media hype was not lost on those older jazz musicians who had pursued a not
particularly remunerative career over several decades and who had grown accustomed to
being ignored by press, radio and TV. Senior figure Ronnie Scott, when asked about the
phenomenon, drily remarked that he was forming a band called
the Jazz Worriers, made up of middle-aged jazz musicians with
alimony problems.
One of the leading musicians to emerge from this period was
saxophonist (and player of various other wind instruments)
Courtney Pine. He eschewed any insular thinking, seeing jazz as
a music for everyone. His recordings have reflected an openness
of taste, such as the House Of Legends album, which was
inspired by listening to his parents’ collection of ska records when
he was growing up.
The concert, a duo performance with pianist Zoe Rahman, was to
promote his latest release, an album of ballads, which Courtney explained that he felt his
maturity now allowed him to undertake. His chosen instrument for the occasion was the
man-sized bass clarinet, which he played majestically with impressive facility and gentle
power, caressing the melodies as a man his paramour or a father his child. Zoe Rahman,
away from her usual role as leader of a trio, brought a shimmering luminescence to her
pianism without sacrificing its innate vigour.
The tunes, drawn from differing periods and genres, were a fascinating selection. From
the jazz world came Duke Ellington’s Come Sunday and Thad Jones’ A Child Is Born, and
from film came Michel Legrand’s The Windmills Of Your Mind; also included were A
Nightingale Sang In Berkeley Square (first performed in a London revue), and the
traditional hymn Amazing Grace, which has never sounded more moving. The beauty of
the soul songs of Chaka Khan, 1984’s Through The Fire, and Brian McKnight’s 1992 One
Last Cry was revealed with expert care.
After the latter tune, the duo left the stage to rapturous applause but, with Zoe’s shoes
remaining behind, the inevitable encore was not in doubt. Donny Hathaway’s Someday
We’ll All Be Free was another emotional highlight, and, as Courtney Pine noted, as
relevant today as when it was first recorded.
Dave Carroll
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If I had been writing for Marks and Spencer recently, I would have had to change a word in my heading
(you can guess which one). Apparently, their computer system, modified for political correctness, had put a
block on some words, mostly religious. However words like Christchurch flagged up and caused headlines.
M & S have now backed down so sense prevails. How much more of this stupid political correctness must
we tolerate before we all rebel?

Blues Blues: No moans here this time but I have written to ‘Blues Matters’, the rather good A5 size Blues
magazine, about the way they are gradually filling their publication with heavy rock under the disguise of
heavy Blues and I don’t like that either! I never was a ‘heavy’ fan in any form and it’s so sad to see it
permeating into Blues. Perhaps they will print it and respond!

Lists: It’s the Grammys coming up soon and all the categories have their five selections. These are the
five they have selected in the category, Best Blues Album:
‘Common Ground’ – Dave and Phil Alvin play and sing the songs of Big Bill Broonzy
‘Promise of a Brand New Day’ – Ruthie Foster
‘Juke Joint Chapel’ – Charlie Musselwhite
‘Decisions’ – Bobby Rush with Blind Dog Smokin’
‘Step Back’ – Johnny Winter
This is a difficult choice this year as Dave and Phil Alvin (formerly the Blasters) got together again (an
acrimoniously long split) after fear of a terminal illness and Johnny Winter died last year and this recording
is him doing his favourite Blues oldies. The judges always seem to choose posthumous or sad stories
behind albums. I have these two albums as well as the one by Ruthie Foster and she is the one I would like
to win as that album grows on me but sentiment will probably win through. Although I am not familiar with
the other two, both Bobby Rush and Charlie Musselwhite are established performers.
While on the Grammys, amongst the awards for ‘Best American Roots Performance’ is ‘Statesboro Blues’
By Gregg Allman and Taj Mahal. These are two of my very favourite Blues artists and this performance can
be seen on YouTube and is from the CD and DVD collection called ‘All My Friends’ by Gregg Allman with
loads of guests. I rate the album and DVD as second favourite recorded concert to ‘The Last Waltz’ by the
Band.

An A to Z of my favourite Blues Artists: I have decided to add this in to my piece so you might
see who I enjoy and why. (I can cheat and use Christian names like iTunes or Surnames)

A is for the Allman Brothers Band. From their first eponymous album in 1969 and their later ‘first’ album
‘Beginnings’ 1973, I enjoyed the two lead guitars and two drummers approach. They passed through
‘Hourglass’ and ‘Allman Joys’ to become a Southern Rock powerhouse outfit of players who enjoyed each
other’s company. Initially, I enjoyed the Southern Rock music being a rockier and more solid form of
Country music. I bought ‘At Fillmore East’ a double album of long live tunes (which was their signature at
live shows although I never saw them). None of this included over amplified or distorted special effects but
with guitar solos, alternating, built on each other lifting the music sublimely. Even when Duane Allman died
in a motor cycle accident and, a year later, bassist Berry Oakley in similar circumstances, the band
continued to produce fine albums with replacement Chuck Leavell, a terrific blues pianist and moving away
from twin guitars. Tunes like ‘Jessica’ with a great piano solo and ‘Elizabeth Reed’, Dickie Betts’ guitar solo
piece still give me the shivers when I listen.

A is for Billy Boy Arnold. I have just discovered this blues harmonica, singer and guitarist as a sideman
on some recent Chicago Blues albums ‘Chicago Blues, A Living History’ and ‘Chicago Blues A Living
History, the (R)evolution Continues’.
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Born William Arnold in Chicago on 16 Sept 1935 he started his recording career in 1952 but couldn’t
sustain a career and became, in the mid ’60s, a bus driver and a parole officer. He had worked with many
greats including Bo Diddley and toured Europe several times in the ’70s even recording a session for the
John Peel Show in October ’77. He made many records then joined the Alligator label where he made his
most famous album ‘Back Where I Belong’ in 1992. His many appearances as a session player earned him
a nomination for Blues Music Awards ‘Traditional Blues Male Artist’ in 2014. At 80 years old, he is still going
and also in 2014 released his latest CD ‘The Blues Soul of Billy Boy Arnold’ which features a great band led
by guitarist Duke Robillard

Who did I last see? Well, it was the best blues band I have seen for
many a long month! Although I reported on seeing her with Ben Poole at
Wavendon’s Stables early last year, this time in the small, intimate
theatre called the Limelight at Aylesbury, a packed house enjoyed the
coming of age of Cherry Lee Mewis and her magnificent band. My wife
and I with five friends from my village, after a visit to a fine curry house,
watched and listened to a professional performance by a unit honed on
fine musicianship, blues and fun. With the line-up of drums, upright or
electric bass (he played excellent blues harp as well), Dobro (and a
guitar made from a petrol can) and a master guitarist on rhythm and lead,
Cherry sang, joked, played a little rhythm guitar, and thoroughly enjoyed
herself with anecdotes about her long visits to the USA, and other gigs.
The band was as tight as the proverbial and there were no pregnant pauses between numbers.
If, in reading my pieces, you have thought you might like to try a Blues evening some time, put Cherry Lee
Mewis at the top of your list and I am sure you will come away having enjoyed the night.
I had bought her second CD ‘Southbound Train’ after reading a review in ‘Blues Matters’ where the writer
said she could be Britain’s answer to Bonnie Raitt. I loved the album so much that I booked her to play at a
milestone birthday party in 2010. They were good live, a bit raw and using amplification which was not the
best. Cherry was short on experience but most of my 160 guests thought she was excellent. Five years
later with several American tours where she featured with the likes of Steve Cropper, Albert Lee, and
Seasick Steve and sang and played at Morgan Freeman’s Blues Club in Mississippi meeting the great man.
I must also mention an appearance at B.B.King’s club on Bourbon Street, Memphis, Tennessee.
Looking at her band, there is Brian Green on drums, the newest member replacing the weakest link in her
early band. He keeps it tight with a volume that allows Cherry’s words to be heard easily. On upright bass,
electric 5 string bass, occasionally banjo and Blues harp is Robbie Stewart-Matthews, who is such a
character and it is clear that Cherry enjoys having him with her. Nicky Slater on Dobro and a slide guitar
made from an oil can proved to us that he has improved enormously since the 2010 gig. He takes the lion’s
share of the solos and he is now way up there with the best of British slide guitarists.
The band is completed with Max Milligan on rhythm guitar and mandolin. Of the very good self-written
songs they use, Max and Cherry write the most. He is a superb guitarist and when he solos, Chet Atkins is
in there somewhere and his chords as rhythm so supplement the Dobro solos, and Cherry’s voice, that the
resultant sound is full, well balanced and brilliant. You can probably tell I like this band.
Besides the CD mentioned above, She has also her first, ‘Little Girl Blue’ her third, ‘Heard It Here First’ and
her recent fourth, ‘Catch My Drift’ She also has an EP (do they call them that now?), six tracks featuring her
and Max (playing almost all the instruments) which has a Bluegrass tinge and show what a good guitarist
he is.
Their program was something from all these plus a few Blues standards. Please go and see them if you
can and, if you can’t, buy a CD.

What was my last CD? ‘The Best Of Mose Allison’; this is quite an old album on the Jasmine label
which was a cheapy picked up in a sale. I have always liked Mose Allison with his laid back form of piano
Blues and vocal, and bought, in December 2000, an album with a few tracks on it (‘Original Jazz Classics
Collection’) but always knowing there were probably better collections out there. There were not many
overlaps and those that did were different versions

What was on my IPod today?

‘In The Jailhouse Now’ by Delbert McClinton from his 2000 CD
‘Genuine Rhythm and the Blues’. Exciting piano leads into this standard and Delbert and a great band rock
truly solid. As good a version of this tune as you will ever get.

Dave Parker
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Considering changing or upgrading your mobile phone? Then take a tip from me.
Avoid EE like the plague. The idiots who run that network need cutting off with
extreme prejudice, and I'll tell you why. I am a long-term customer of Orange with
whom I have had no problems.
The probs started when I lost my elderly Nokia, which also had given me no
trouble. The folks at EE decided to send me something called a Samsung Galaxy
G4 which I thought was mighty kind of them.
So I started registering the various items which apparently need to be registered
before the phone can be used. For instance, Dropbox. I use Dropbox to transfer
large files to where they need to be, using my e-mail and laptop.
Put in my e-mail address. So I did. Put in my password. So I did. However,
Dropbox retorted that both the e-mail address and password were already in use. Eh? Of course
they are, I use them.
A Samsung Galaxy G4 has no “home” key, no “back” key, so here we are, in stasis. Can't go
forward, can't go back. Try again. Same result.
Fortunately, I have been sent two Sim cards, one all singing and dancing, one assumes, the other
the standard Sim card which will fit in any old phone. Fortunately, Mrs Angry has upgraded lately
to a Vodafone Smart 4 mini, complete with a “home” key and a “back” key. Which is not the point.
She also has an ancient and now unused Nokia, so my Sim card with my number can be
transferred into the elderly handset which I need to make and receive phone calls on the move,
the only purpose of a mobile phone, in my opinion and experience.
So, this morning, we received a text from EE, which I'm given to
understand, is the acronym for Everything, Everywhere. A better acronym
might be FAA, which stands for F*** All Anywhere.
I'm told my service will be turned off today, and I must use the unusable
Samsung Galaxy 4. So we'd better phone EE lickety spit. You know what's
coming.
After being assured more than once by a recorded voice that EE service
is second to none, how big they are, how important they are, I'm in call
centre hell. Press one, press two, put in my telephone number and so
on. Finally, I'm asked for my password.
Password? Since when did you need a password to use a phone? Yep, I've got my account number,
and I have given EE my phone number. Hold for an operator. Preferably, an English-speaking one.
I've been on the phone for 20 minutes now, and an impending dental appointment is getting
closer. I'm having a crown replaced.
So, finally, I get an operator, just about English speaking, and try and explain the problem. Again
and again. The message is: Don't Switch Off My Service. Simple, I would have thought. I give my
name, address, and account number. Now I need to tell this character what bank I use. Why?
You've got everything except for my inside leg measurement.
Now you've got the bank, account number, sort code, address. Do you get the message. More than
half an hour has now passed. I've got to get to the dentist.
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So I hand over the landline handset to Mrs Angry and set off the 15 miles to the dentist. She
continues to try and get the EE operator to understand the problem.
I arrive at the dentist. Queue up. The crown has not arrived due to traffic problems. “We've been
trying to phone you, the number is permanently engaged,” says the charming receptionist, by the
name of Tonya. Maybe Tonia, I didn't ask.
Buy a paper, set off home. Where Mrs Angry is STILL on the phone to EE, where she has been put
on hold. “Tell them to forget it, we'll put both phones in the crusher, and cancel the standing
order from the bank,” says I.
She decides to hang up, and start again. Press two, press three, wait, press four and so on in a
routine that takes ten minutes. Finally, she gets to speak to a second character, a female.
Whether this second operator has understood the problem or not I will find out by the end of the
day, when either my service will cease or it will not.
I'm just telling you, stay away from EE. And if offered a Samsung Galaxy 4, tell them to stick it
straight in the crusher. It will save you the trouble, and save them the postage. I would have told
EE this, but they don't apparently have an e-mail address...
(I rang Mr Angry for an update but his phone appears to be disconnected… - H)

And another thing…
I don't give a monkey's how long a train is. It can be 100 yards, it
can be a quarter of a mile long. Just how long it is does not affect
where I stand on the platform, the time the train will run, the price
of the ticket, or whether I will get a seat or not.
I would be interested to know whether the toilets have been
cleaned, but considering they seldom are, I will make the
assumption they are not.
But what really drives me mad every time I catch a train, is being
told every 20 seconds the length of the train. And, indeed, how I am told the length of the train.
Recorded announcements give the platform, the time of the train, its destination, and the number
of coaches said train will comprise. Thus: “The next train to depart platform ten will be the
9.15pm to Sheffield. This train is made of eight coaches.”
No, it isn't. It's made of steel and wood and soft furnishings, plastic and glass and whatever else
the raw materials of a train may include.
If you really have to tell me, which you don't, you could try “made up of eight coaches” or
“comprises eight coaches.”
So, a minor irritation when you hear it once. But to hear it 100 times during the course of a
ninety minute journey is the stuff of madness.
And while I'm on it, the next person who describes what used to
be called “milk and a dash” as lartay is likely to get my coffee in
their lap.
The word “latte” is Italian for milk, and is used to describe what
was otherwise known as white coffee. If you decide to use the
word, which you have no reason to use in any case, it rhymes
with pate or satay.
I believe Americans are responsible for this mangling. They have
a schizophrenic attitude to Italian words in English. Al Capone,
which should be pronounced Caponay, is pronounced Capone, to
rhyme with phone. So you would expect latte to be pronounced
“lat”. Instead, TV's Friends added a letter R in the middle, and
dumb English people have followed suit. Desist immediately.
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Nick Cobban has very kindly allowed TFTW to reproduce articles
from his blog (http://thevinylword.blogspot.com/) so feel free to nip
over and take a look at his many articles. Thanks Nick.
Monday, February 02, 2015
Domino effect at the Borderline
Sixties Liverpool band the Dominoes reformed for the first time in decades at the tenth Tales From
The Woods Rock and Roll Heritage Show at the Borderline in London last night. Headliner
Kingsize Taylor was joined on stage by former band members Bobby Thompson and Sam Hardie
for the finale of a show which lived up to the excitement of previous shows and no doubt sent
promoter Keith Woods home a satisfied man.

© Tony Annis

© Tony Annis

© Tony Annis

Once again the backbone of the show was the excellent Tales From The Woods Band, which, as
the acts repeated several times, is the best little backing band around. Guitarist John Spencely,
now thankfully recovered from recent illness, was back to his brilliant self, sax men Alec Bland and
Sid Phillips blew up a storm, and key board maestro Claire Hamlin was note perfect as ever. Robb
Davis was on bass and Jeff Tuck on drums.
The first act, and the only one not backed by the
Tales From The Woods Band, was 83 year old
Raye Duval, former drummer with Emile Ford's
Checkmates, with other members of the group,
Graham Frost and Adrian Gregory, who provided
singalong versions of hits such as What Do You
Want To Make Those Eyes At Me For, Slow Boat
Raye © Paul Harris
To China and Them There Eyes, plus When My
Little Girl Is Smiling, (Raye played on the Jimmy Justice version), Brand
New Cadillac and Lucky Old Sun. Raye, who once held the world record
Raye © Paul Harris
for non-stop drumming, showed he can still hit them with an excellent
version of Let There Be Drums. Better was to follow.
Checkmates © Paul Harris
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Sam © Paul Harris

For me, the star of the show was Sam Hardie, an excellent boogie
woogie piano player whose set featured a dozen or so rocking
numbers seldom, if ever, heard, performed live. He kicked off with
an exciting version of Larry Donn's Honey Bun and continued in the
same vein with Charlie Rich's Lonely Weekends, Where The Rio
De Rosa Flows (originally by Jimmy Lloyd, but a new one to me),
Blues Stay Away From Me and a surprisingly rocking version of
Little Jimmy Dickens' I Got A Hole In My Pocket. Less obscure were
an excellent version of Move It, featuring John's stunning guitar
work, Rockin' Daddy, Sweet Sue and Got You On My Mind but
Wolfboy, originally by Sammy Salvo, was a surprise inclusion. He
went back to 1852 for a rocking version of Stephen Foster's Old
Black Joe (a la Jerry Lee), and finished off with Thurston Harris's
Do What You Did, before attacking Good Golly Miss Molly for his

well-deserved encore.
Running Sam a close second in terms of excitement was fellow
Liverpudlian Bobby Thomson, whose set was more
mainstream, but also of top quality. Kicking off with Memphis
Tennessee, he moved smoothly through Let The Four Winds
Blow, The Fool (a great version of the Sanford Clark classic),
Money Honey (Clyde McPhatter was a lovely man, Bobby
said), Slippin' and Slidin', Sick And Tired, Sea Cruise, Drinkin'
Wine Spo-dee-o-dee, No No, Down The Road Apiece, I'm
Walkin' with Blue Eyes Crying In The Rain as an encore. Once
again, a first rate rocking set, which got the crowd in the mood
for what was to follow.
The Liverpool theme of the
show was continued with the
appearance on stage of Beryl
Marsden, who showed that her
voice is as strong as ever and
Bobby © Paul Harris
who brought a bit of the girl
group sound to the show. She began with her first record, a cover
of Barbara George's I Know, and then moved on to three numbers
recorded by the Shirelles - Baby It's You, Everybody Loves A Lover
and Boys - before moving smartly through Irma Thomas's
Breakaway, Hi Heel Sneakers and, a song she said she had never
performed on stage before, Let's Have A Party. Finally she was
joined on stage by Sam's enthusiastic daughter Gillian for a
rollocking version of Whole Lotta Shakin'. Great fun and a pretty
Beryl © Paul Harris
sparkling set.

Beryl with Gillian © Tony Annis
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Headlining the show was the towering, gaunt figure of
Hamburg-based Kingsize Taylor, a popular act from
previous shows, who tackled the Chuck Berry and Larry
Williams songbook with gusto. He kicked off with Watch
Your Step before tackling Dizzy Miss Lizzie, Sweet Little
Sixteen, You Can't Sit Down, Let It Rock, You Can't Catch
Me and, possibly Chuck Berry's worst ever record and
one he said he hated, according to Kingsize, Broken
Arrow. He finished off with Stupidity and Bony Moronie predictable fare perhaps, but what the crowd undoubtedly
wanted to hear.
Kingsize was joined on stage by former Dominoes
members Bobby and Sam for a rocking finale in which
they took turns belting out their songs, including Wait And
See, Country Music and Sparkling Brown Eyes (Sam),
Clarabella and Lipstick Powder and Paint (Bobby) and
Ubangi Stomp and Eat Your Heart
Out Annie (Kingsize).
Overall, this was another successful
show for Keith Woods, although
rather a sad one in other ways. Two
Kingsize © Paul Harris
of the acts scheduled to perform Geoff Nugent, formerly of the Undertakers, and Rockin' Ricky Stevens, who
compered previous shows - have died since the line-up was announced,
Keith © Paul Harris
showing just how important it is that we see sixties acts while we can. Rock on
Keith!
Monday, February 16, 2015
I'll Cry If I Want To
It's a sad farewell to Lesley Gore, who has died aged just 68. In 1963, at
the age of 16, Lesley had a massive hit with It's My Party, produced by
Quincy Jones, one of the most played songs of all time. But now the
party's over. Her teenage angst hit a nerve with the public and she
followed it up with a continuation of the party saga with Judy's Turn To Cry
and She's A Fool, before bringing out what was later to be considered a
feminist anthem with You Don't Own Me. Other hits in the mid sixties
included That's The Way Boys Are, the excellent Maybe I Know and
Sunshine Lollipops and Rainbows, the latter written by Marvin Hamlisch.
She appeared in the Batman TV show a couple of times as Pussycat, one of Cat Woman's
minions, but faded from the pop scene, before reappearing as the writer of songs for the 1980 film
Fame - she received an Academy Award nomination for Out Here On My Own. She performed in
the eighties and nineties and recorded an album called Ever Since in 2005. A sad loss.
Another recent death is that of Joe B Mauldin (pictured centre), bass
player with Buddy Holly and the Crickets and, for another 50 years, as a
member of the Crickets, as well as being a recording engineer at Gold
Star Records.
Nick Cobban
As usual, TFTW would like to thank Nick for allowing us to borrow (steal?) his articles.
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Letters to the Editor
Hi Keith,
I know it's somewhat delayed, but just wanted to drop
you a little line to say how much I enjoyed the show
the other week. A chance to see so much
Merseybeat talent on one stage was not to be sniffed
at and sure took lots to organise, so once again...
well done and thank you. Beryl Marsden was her
usual class and the three Dominoes each brought a
wealth of talent to the TFTW stage. Who would ever
think that we would see a mini-Domino reunion on a
London stage ever again!? I was lucky to go to the
Dominoes 50th Anniversary show, which I can hardly
believe was eight years ago!! Sam Hardie organised
that show and I wonder if he's started to think about
the 60th Anniversary Show? As always, I enjoyed the
whole show and thank you for bringing these souls to
our stage once again. The TFTW band are, as
always, a credit to you and the organisation. If you
ever need any other suggestions for future shows,
I'm happy to give a few suggestions. Nick Crouch
formerly of the Mojos is still playing good, as is Faron
of the Flamingoes fame. My dream though would be
to try and get the surviving members of the Big Three
together. Brian Griffiths does occasionally appear
and would be a magical scoop. Anyway, all the very
best, looking forward to part 2 later this year. I'm
afraid I can't make the Linda Gail Lewis or boogie
woogie shows as I'm abroad. So I wish you all the
very best. Regards,
Gary Enstone

Keith mon ami, what can I
say? To me it was the best
reunion yet. Thank you for
what you did for me, plus
the contacts you passed on
to me. Please convey my
gratitude to all who were
involved in making The
Checkmates show a good
one, what a fantastic
support crowd considering
we were first on. Keith I am
so grateful (as an ol' rocker)
that you keep my memories
alive. Any time you want my
"SOHO ROCK'N'ROLL
COMBO" re 2is Reunion to
appear, please don't
hesitate to ask. Did we play
over the allotted time? I
apologise if this was so.
Keith thank you again, it's a
pleasure to work for you, I
mean this very sincerely.
Yours Raye Du-Val

Kate Garner, The CAA 4th February 2015
Woodette Kate Garner is popular with many Woodies
who will remember TFTW’s south London pub evening,
and other private bookings enjoyed by Woodies over the
past three years or so. Kate’s regular gig at Enfield’s
Wonder Pub is no more due to the unreasonable
condition of the piano, but progress saw Kate play at that
fabulous three nights of Music Hall at Wilton’s Theatre,
plus shows at the Club for Acts and Actors (CAA) in
Covent Garden. In February Kate put together a free
show at the club, and it was nice I was able to share the
company of other Woodies. On this night the club was
open to the public and as far as I could see it was full.
Great atmosphere with many well-known faces.
Kate basically had the audience in the palm of her hand
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from the moment she took to the stage with a smile, and elegantly sat down at the grand piano.
Mentioning that the evening would include numbers from Cole Porter, Noel Coward and her own
songbook, Kate did the first number and then introduced us to the one and only accompanying
support, and that was family friend clarinettist Julian Stringle. With a smile as wide as his hair was
long, Julian took solos which perfectly improvised the many moods of Kate’s songs, and is indeed
a virtuoso of the instrument. Julian has been working with Kate for over 25 years.
After the interval Kate called up on stage “Al Bowlly”, a gentleman who looked as if he had
stepped straight out of Palm Court. Absolutely immaculate, in a black tuxedo complete with
monocle in his top pocket, Al stepped to the microphone, face sideways on, and introduced the
first number. But in fact he commenced with an advertisement plugging Craven A cigarettes and
another plugging Sarson’s Vinegar. I never did see the TV series “Pennies From Heaven,” about a
1930s music sheet salesman, but I am sure the relevance of the adverts is known to most viewers.
A Woodie did whisper “Radio Luxembourg?” With upturned eyes and hand on chest Al, aka
Brandyn Shaw, crooned three numbers, occasionally with one hand behind his back and the
forward clicking his fingers to a clarinet or keyboard solo. Very novel entertainment.
Kate continued to reel out many standards, but also as many of her own material. I was amazed at
the extent of her “new” tunes to my ears, and I am glad I have a few of these on her CD as shown
below. In between many songs Kate had a little story to tell, and this coloured in the picture as we
listened to the lyrics. I asked Kate for a little detail about these, and Kate replied:
“Face And A Mouth” - You find yourself at one of those dull dinner parties, and I don't remember
much about it, the food, the wine or a word of what the hostess said, because she did not stop
talking about herself! So I find myself listening, listening, listening, and all I remember is a face and
a mouth.
“Trust” - Recorded at Abbey road with a string quartet, this is simply a song about trusting your
instinct.
“Domestic Blip” - It is often difficult to write music at home, particularly as I don't have a cleaner!
So I end up battling with my creativity and a bottle of Fairy Liquid... the song always wins, and the
dishes get done eventually!
“Making Marmalade” - I tried to make marmalade once, but it ended up as a jar of orange glob. I
am rather nifty at baking however; I told my husband this before I married him, and he said that if I
were to make him a cherry cake, he would marry me… well I rose to the challenge, as too did my
cherry cake with lemon zest and freshly ground almonds! Piece of cake, as they say.
The CAA is one of Kate’s favourite venues, intimate with a living room feel. With an audience
including well known celebrities, the occasion was elevated to another level by the support
entertainers will give up to the profession. The relationship between Kate and audience was as if
between old friends, but Kate kept her professional composure throughout and we all felt we were
equally important to her. Of course the venue was a shop window opportunity for Kate, and indeed
also for Julian and Brandyn, and any fly on the wall over the bar I am sure would have some very
interesting stories to tell.
Kate is appearing at the London Festival of Cabaret in May (link)
Kate Garner “Song Showcase” CD – issued 2015
1) Element of Trouble
5) Some Of Me
2) Little Bottle Of Joy
6) Laughing Myself to Sleep
3) Domestic Blip
7) Making Marmalade
4) Trust/Some Of Me
8) Russian Dolls
Contact kategarnerpiano@gmail.com or check out www.kategarnermusic.com
Ken Major
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Baker’s Dozen
A dip into 40 years of correspondence from the
Ken Major (London) / Chuck N. Baker (Las Vegas) archive cabinet
Contact Ken for the fuller stories.
1)
Mobile Fidelity Sound produces high quality vinyl LPs selling between $20 - $24. Working
from the original analog recordings, they slow down the time of the tape and the engraving to half
the normal speed, this captures more signal information and the maximum pressed is 25000.
President Herb Belkin says a study shows that 1993 was the biggest year in the past decade for
sales of more sophisticated turntables. Goldmine magazine says some major labels press 10,000
vinyl copies of their best-selling LPs. LPs account for 1.3% of all recorded music sales. Source:
Gwen Gibson, Nevada Senior World, Aug 1994
2)
Rock’n’Roll stars reside in Las Vegas 3: .Jean Bennett owns Personality Productions and
controls The New Buck Ram Platters. Originally in Los Angeles the management company moved
to Las Vegas in 1965. Current members Tyrone Sweet and David Romeo Kennedy also here.
Sonny Turner replaced Tony Williams but quit in 1971. Now 58 he moved to Los Vegas 15 years
ago and plays the Sahara Hotel, the Aladdin and both Hiltons. He sings locally at the Palace
Station and the Reserve, and scheduled for the Orleans on May 26. Source: Chuck N. Baker,
Senior Press, March 1998
3)
Martin Scorcese “The Blues” documentary 4: The blues is pervasive and ever present, the
musical counterpart of the backyard BBQ and a base ingredient of jazz and rock “n” roll. Richard
Pearce was one director employed by Scorsese . “The Road To Memphis” captures the vibrancy
of the music as it moves from the country to the cities. With an eye on both royalty such as B.B.
King, and weary eternally foot soldiers such as Bobby Rush, the camera gets around although the
documentary remains conventional. Source: Richard Cromelin, Los Angeles Times, 28.9.2003
4)
Roy Brown Good Rockin’ Tonight 4: Roy Brown used to play for the high sheriff in Tupelo,
Miss. One time when he was changing into his stage gear, Edgar Blanchard, Roy’s band leader
and guitarist, accepted a bottle of hooch from Presley, resulting in Elvis getting on stage and
performing. A few months later on a West Coast tour Tommy Shelvin, Roy’s bass player spotted
Elvis with his band singing “Good Rockin’ Tonight”. Roy was born in New Orleans on 10.9.1925 to
True Love and Yancey Brown. He worked for a while in the sugar cane fields in Louisiana.
Source: Nick Tosches, Creem, Dec. 1979
5)
In 2000 The U.S. recording industry sales totalled more than $14 billion according to figures
from the Recording Industry Association of America. Rock led with 24.8% while the Rhythm &
Blues/Urban category which contains blues and 8 other music types accounted for 9.7%. Bruce
Iglauer of Alligator Records does not release sales figures, and Alligator warehouse manager Bill
Wokersin says it’s not the money to him but the artists and the music. Koko Taylor joined Alligator
4 years after the label started, she had been with Chess Records Source: Unknown
6)
Thomas H. Middleton who was a member of a second generation version of the Ink Spots
died Nov 2 in Las Vegas. He was born 14.5.1921 in Philadelphia. He lived in Las Vegas for 5
years and worked as a migration coordinator for Catholic Community Services. His Ink Spots
group toured Europe after the original group disbanded. The original Ink Spots were the
forerunners of modern R&B. Elvis Presley recorded their “My Happiness” and “That’s When Your
Heartaches Begin”. The last member of the group, Herb Kenny, died of cancer in July 1992.
Source: Alonza Robertson, Las Vegas Review Journal, 28.11.1993
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7)
Ray Charles stated that “soul music is a force that lights a room”. Aretha Franklin is the
Queen of Soul. Her father was once a pastor of Detroit’s 5000 member New Bethel Baptist
Church, he preached sermons for their fire and fees. Guests in the household included Clara
Ward, Arthur Prysock, B.B. King, Lou Rawls and James Cleveland who coached Aretha on piano,
Dorothy Donegan, Sam Cooke and Mahalia Jackson. At 12 first sang solo in her father’s church.
13, on the road with her father’s gospel caravan. 14, recorded for Chess. 18, signed 5 years with
Columbia. Source: Cliff Henderson, Ambassador, September 1994
8)
Martin Luther King’s “I Had A Dream” speech, was first recorded by Motown in Detroit on
23.6.63 prior to the march on Washington. In 1988 Esther Gordy Edwards opened the Motown
Historical Museum on its original site in Detroit although the Motown Record Corp. had moved to
Hollywood in 1972. Berry Gordy bought 7 houses on the street, each serving a unique function,
such as a recording studio etc. Rowena Stewart is the executive director of the museum and
states that the artefacts are now in the museum and a tour takes just over an hour. Source:
Allyson Webb: Ambassador, September, 1994
9)
Three tabloid pages on Percy Mayfield: When 14 helped form the Impressions, played
guitar, arranged and sang on the 1958 classic “For Your Precious Love” with member Jerry Butler
singing lead. When Butler quit Percy took over the reins, resulting in hits over a ten year period
starting with “Gypsy Woman” in 1961. Aged 51 a father of 11 children and had 3 wives. In August
of 1990 a poorly secured lighting scaffold fell on him and broke the 3rd 4th and 5th vertebrae in his
spine leaving him a quadriplegic. He lives in Atlanta with wife Altheida and his hospital bed
occupies the den. Source: Robert Gordon, Las Angeles Weekly, 12.8.1993
10)
Rumble Seats Music, so named after vintage cars seats, has opened a 3rd vintage guitar
showroom at Carmel-By-The-Sea. His other shops were in Ithaca, N.Y. and Albuquerque. The
store includes very rare Fender Stratocasters in discontinued colours such as Sonic Blue,
Rickenbackers, Paul Reed Smiths and ’59 Gibson Les Paul “bursts” of maple wood. Eliot Michael
says they are hand made with wood more than 100 years old. He has supplied Johnny Depp,
Keith Richards with a Paul Reed Smith and Kiefer Sutherland. Michael left home at 16 with a ’59
Les Paul and later joined Wayne County and the Electric Chairs. Source: Meredith May, San
Francisco Chronicle 9.6.2012
11) John Riccardelli collects artefacts of the 1939 and 1964 New York’s World Fairs. Was a small
boy when he visited the 1964 World Fair. He started collecting after he found a box of fair
souvenirs in the family’s attic. His collection fills a one bedroom apartment including objects stuck
to the ceilings. Items include a leather bound registry that visitors to the British Pavilion signed at
the 1930 fair, this included signatures of King George V1 and Queen Elizabeth. Plus a press kit
and poster from “Lucy Day” on 31.8.1964 when the Fair honoured Lucille Ball. Source: Jay Levin,
Las Vegas Sun, 8.5.2014
12)
Nationwide Products Inc., Louisville, manufactures disco glass mirrored balls. During the
era 1000 spheres a week were produced by 27 women, revenue $1m a year, but Yolanda Baker
now produces 27 a day by herself yielding $200.000. Prices range from $60 for a 6” sphere to
$3000 for a 48”. Madonna and Celine Dion have taken them on tour, and two NBA arenas in
Chicago and Phoenix use the balls in pre- game light shows. Disco balls are a fashion statement
at Louisville’s Have a Nice Day Café, where the ‘70s still live. About 30 spinning balls eject
reflected light. Source: Jim Winn, Las Vegas Review 30.9.2001
13)
“Tutti Frutti” was co-written by a Londoner, Joe Lubin. He became one of England’s most
successful songwriters during WW11 with “The Shoemaker’s Serenade”, “I Keep Forgetting To
Remember”, “Til Stars Forget To Shine”. Arriving in the USA in 1947 he wrote songs recorded by
Pat Boone, Bob Hope and Petula Clark. During the ‘60s he wrote music for Doris Day including
title songs for the films “Teacher’s Pet”, “Please Don’t Eat The Daisies”, ”Move Over Darling”, ”The
Glass Bottom Boat”. During the ‘70s he created music for “Bonanza” and “High Chaparral”. Lubin
died aged 84. Source: Los Angeles Times 16.10.2001

Chuck N Baker / Ken Major
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There's a little known herb called, apparently, marijuana. You have probably
never heard of it. It is the dried leaves of the cannabis sativa plant, and you
may have seen it in comedy cowboy films, referred to as “loco weed” causing
cows and horses who chew it to act strangely.
Some people mix it with tobacco and make hand-rolled cigarettes, called
“joints”, or they put it in clay pipes called “bongs”, and smoke it.
Some say it relaxes them, but it is a “psychotropic” or mind-altering drug,
although certain American states have legalised it for recreational use, and 21 states have
recently legalised it for medicinal use.
So why have you never heard of it? There's a good reason. It is not commercially available, and it
has never been advertised. You can't go and buy a flash yellow packet emblazoned “Acapulco
Gold” or whatever.
Since there is no advertising, no marketing,
and no packaging, there is almost no demand
for marijuana, and no-one smuggles it or deals
in it.
Which is why the British Government is so wise
to ban cigarette packaging. In the same way
that marijuana use is almost unknown, tobacco
use is sure to go the same way.

The Organ for the Swedish
Rock'n'Roll Club
KUNGSGATAN 5 - SE-432 45 VARBERG - SWEDEN
Founded in 1979, AMERICAN MUSIC
MAGAZINE is an A4 size magazine, published
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S&R Kelly Pie & Mash shop, Bethnal Green Road, 14.3.15
S&R Kelly paid homage to the worst civilian disaster of
World War II in Great Britain, when a total of 173 people,
including 62 children, died in a crush on 3 March 1943,
as people rushed to enter Bethnal Green tube station
after hearing air-raid sirens. It is estimated that hundreds
of people fell within just 15 seconds. Unaware of what
was happening in front of them, people kept surging
forward into the presumed safety of the shelter. The
alarm turned out to be a test. A plaque was placed at the
station in the 1990s, but the first section of a new
Stairway to Heaven monument has now been
completed. The Bethnal Green
Memorial Trust still needs to
raise about £100,000 for a
canopy for the memorial.
Several Woodies braved the
bitterly cold day to sample the
free pie and mash offered
against a donation, and this
included double pie and double
mash with a hot steaming cuppa
Rosie. Pearly Kings and Queens
led a cockney sing song
throughout the day. A frozen Woodie - Big John Carter - played some
wartime boogie woogie on an outside keyboard, and a survivor plus others
most successfully encouraged donations from inquisitive passers-by.
Ken Major (words), Ken & Alan Lloyd (pictures)

SOULBOYS Pie & Mash awards for 2014
Pie & Mash is a traditional London working class food,
originating in East London, in the late 19th century. There
are still well over 40 Pie & Mash shops still operating within
the M25. It is my aim to eventually visit all these
establishments.
What is a good fulfilling Pie & Mash? The pie must have a
crusty top, with a delicious minced beef filling. The mash
must be heavy and floury. The parsley liquor, the icing on
the cake, must be thick, tasty and buttery delicious. It
surprises me how often the liquor is a tasteless watery slop.
Finally not forgetting a sprinkling of chilli vinegar. Heaven
on a plate. Scoring - 5 marks each for Pie, Mash, Liquor, Environment, Value = 25 top mark
24 Goddards : Greenwich
18 Harringtons : Tooting
23 Arments : Walworth
18 G Kelly : Bethnal Green
22 F Cooke : Hoxton
17 Lou Farrow : Bermondsey
21 Golden Pie : Clapham Junction
16 Cockneys : Croydon
20 Eastenders : Poplar
16 Cockneys : Portobello
19 Cookes : Shepherds Bush
15 Castle : Camden Town
19 S & R Kelly : Bethnal Green
11 Manzes : Tower Bridge Rd
John ‘Soulboy’ Jolliffe
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By Andrew Merey (courtesy of American Music Magazine)
Ricky Nelson was undoubtedly one of the greatest
Rock and Roll stars and he is still painfully missed
since the tragedy of his premature death in a plane
crash on New Year’s Eve, 1985. He continues to be
remembered with great affection and appreciation.
The music he made lives on in video and music
mediums, all that we gratefully have in continuing his
memory.
As a life-long Ricky Nelson fan, I would like to draw
attention to one of the more interesting (and
timeless) songs in the vast repertoire Nelson left
behind: ‘Don’t Leave Me This Way’. This was Ricky’s
first venture into songwriting. Though not as often as
some of his contemporaries, namely Buddy Holly or
Chuck Berry, he skilfully delivered. Of course, none
too obvious is the golden, bespoken monumental hit,
‘Garden Party’ which made waves in 1972.
Coincidentally, that same year also saw two final
major hits for Elvis Presley and Chuck Berry.
‘Don’t Leave Me This Way’, a heartfelt, lasting song
of great loss, has an odd but interesting history. First
appearing on the flip side of the hugely popular ‘Poor Little Fool’, unfortunately it became an
exception to the rule of Ricky Nelson’s enjoyment of mostly double-sided hits with each Imperial
release. The tune was also included in the second Imperial album. Then it took over a quarter of a
century before it was released again, resurrected in 1984 on a vinyl LP by stewards of the Imperial
catalogue, Capitol-EMI. Someone made a mistake and called it ‘Don’t Leave Me’, which in fact is
the title of another Ricky Nelson recording that made its debut on the fourth long-play, Songs By
Ricky. Shortly after, a Nelson re-recorded ‘Don’t Leave Me This Way’ appeared, as presented by
Silver Eagle Records on the album All My Best. This had all the earmarks of a budget, blasted-onTV compilation set. Albums of this type have no life in them. They are just a routine rehash of
former hit records that end up sounding like indistinctive, assembly-line items.
Still, I was curious about the non-hit misfit ‘Don’t Leave Me This Way’ finding its way into this
album. I wondered what Ricky could possibly have done with his old song. Well, an outstanding
gem revealed itself! Surprisingly, in this set of predictably boring, uninspired, quick-buck reworking
of has-been hits, ‘Don’t Leave Me This Way’ completely juts out. So good, so well recorded that it
stands side-by-side with the Imperial original, if not improved on even more. Somehow, in the
midst of churning out tired old renditions of former glories, Ricky Nelson mustered plenty of
knowing, more mature (though slightly weary) inspiration on this particular revisit of his selfpenned composition from long ago.
To a large extent, Bobby Neal’s beautiful guitar accompaniment and solo really gives the tune a
fresh, wonderful approach. Nelson had a way of recognizing and surrounding himself with top
music talent. Guitar icon James Burton came in during the early years, but the talented guitarist
Bobby Neal was equally adept, in his own unique style, at fitting in Burton’s shoes to a tee. He
came from a musical family, having initially learned how to play the guitar from his father. Mostly
though, Neal was a self-taught professional. Bobby Neal earned an impressive reputation as a
session player around Memphis. For a time he worked with Jerry Jaye of ‘My Girl Josephine’ fame
before being hired as Ricky Nelson’s lead guitar player.
It was a sad day indeed, New Year’s Day 1986, when word quickly spread that Ricky Nelson had
died. It was surreal, in a way. How could this be? Buddy Holly, Jim Reeves, Patsy Cline, all died in
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a plane crash. Who could have predicted, after so many
years, Ricky Nelson himself would, before his time, meet the
same fate. Nelson’s troubled plane made an emergency
landing but became engulfed in a ball of fire upon impact.
His fiancée, Helen Blair (they met backstage at one of his
shows), Bobby Neal, the other stellar band members and
the road manager all perished with the Rock‘n’Roll icon.
I had the good fortune of catching the Ricky Nelson Show at
the Holiday Inn, Dearborn, Michigan, in 1981. Not only that,
our party landed a table right next to one side of the stage.
Of course I was in awe of Ricky but my eyes constantly drifted over to the great Bobby Neal swiftly
playing the strings behind him. After the show, I had taken on a mission of going backstage to
meet Ricky Nelson. It wasn’t an easy task but in the end, to my surprise, I was allowed in. I
introduced myself and shook Ricky’s hand. He was unassuming, reserved and quiet as he was
known to be. He signed for me the cover of his then current album, Playing To Win (Capitol SOO
12109). I asked him if he could also autograph a bunch of old Imperial company and picture
sleeves, which other collectors back home entrusted me with. The Capitol promotion man standing
nearby frowned on this and said Ricky wouldn’t have the time but if I cared to leave the items
behind, Ricky would sign them later on and then have them mailed to my home address. I didn’t
hold too much hope for that to happen but lo and behold, amazingly, all of the stuff, now sporting
Ricky’s signature, arrived about three weeks later.
So much time has already rushed by since the passing of Ricky Nelson. All of his music continues
to be well-represented in various album compilations, available throughout the world. Though we
can never have him back, at least his records lend some consolation. ‘Don’t Leave Me This Way’
was one of his first and last recordings, forgotten during the interim years, but beautifully brought
back to life once more before tragedy struck.
DON’T LEAVE ME THIS WAY
US DOMESTIC RELEASES THRU THE YEARS
IMPERIAL
9050
LP Ricky Nelson
1958
5528
Poor Little Fool/Don’t Leave Me This Way
1958
LIBERTY
LN-10253 LP Teenage Idol
1984
Note: erroneously listed as Don’t Leave Me.
SILVER EAGLE
SE-1035 LP All My Best
1985
MCA
52781
You Know What I Mean/Don’t Leave Me This Way
1986
CURB
CRB 77484 LP Best Of Ricky Nelson
1987
CAPITOL
EMI 17531
CD Greatest Love Songs
2008
HONORABLE MENTION (Video)
Don’t Leave Me This Way - by Chris Isaak - Etienne Daho - Silvertone
c.1990
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Linda Gail Lewis performed at the Dave Travis 50 years in music
business anniversary gig, organized in conjunction with Tales
From The Woods, at the Spice of Life on the edge of Soho on
March 16th. She was backed by Newcastle band Some Like It
Hot who, having driven all the way from Newcastle, played the
first set to a packed house.
Many familiar faces were there, some not seen for ages in
London: Colin Philips, Scott Doran, Daniel White, Lee Wilkinson.
Also Woodies Dave Webb, Terry Adams, Mike Robinson and a
host of others who regularly attend TFTW's events along with
brand new attendee Eve who, with her boyfriend, took a chance
on getting in to the sold out gig.
Some Like It Hot did a rocking set, then after a break Linda came
on backed by the band and did a very varied set which differed
from her usual because she was among friends. I particularly
enjoyed the slower numbers like 'It All Depends (On Who Will Buy
The Wine)', 'From A Jack To A King', 'Always On My Mind', 'Have
I Told You Lately (That I Love You?)' and my request for the 'X'
rated version of 'Pick Me Up On Your Way Down'. Apart from the
usual rockers we also had 'Ubangi Stomp', the Country-rocker 'I'll
Sail My Ship Alone', 'Old Black Joe', and a host of others. It was a
truly great night in Soho, just the other end of Old Compton Street
from one of the birthplaces of British Rock’n’Roll, the site of the
old 2is club.
I hadn't seen Linda Gail perform for some time, and this gig was a
real treat. The Spice of Life is a great venue for gigs like this.
Everybody has a good view of the stage, and compared to other
West End venues the drinks are not too expensive.
I hope Linda performs again at this venue or another one in London for TFTW before too long.
Tony Papard (words and pictures)

The Buzz
Welcome to The Buzz
The 'Tales From The Woods' round up of gigs where you really need to show
your face.
Hi gang, news literally so hot off the press it is scorching my fingers. You read
in my third page column that the Kokomo Kings were returning to UK in October; well, petty much,
signed and sealed we shall be presenting them for the second time at the Spice Of Life on
Saturday 17th October.
If you missed them first time round, don't make that same mistake again. if my and others’
recommendations are not enough, check out their CD 'Artificial Natural'. We shall advise of ticket
prices in due course and, who knows, there might be a special guest added to the bill.
That's all from me for now Gang, time to hand over to Mr Dave 'Jazz Junction' Carroll for another
of his gig guides, in the eyes of many, the bible of all things roots music.
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Thameside Theatre, Grays

£2 Woodie discount

The Gig List
Information is obtained from various sources and is hopefully accurate.
The advice ‘check before travelling’ remains sound.
April 2014
1
Wednesday Kimmie Rhodes
Texan singer-songwriter tours again. A Green Note promotion.
The Old Queen’s Head, 44 Essex Road N1 8LN
£12 + fees
12
Sunday
Mike Sanchez & His Band
Suit-saturating excitement from rhythm & blues favourite.
The 100 Club £14 +fees (adv) £17 (door)
14
Tuesday
Daniel Lanois
Acclaimed record producer, instrumentalist, singer etc.
Islington Assembly Hall
£21.95 (via venue website)
15
Wednesday George Clinton & Parliament Funkadelic
Austerity hits George with merger of his two groups.
Koko £23.50 + fees
16
Thursday
Boo Hewerdine & Kris Drever
Two outstanding British singer-songwriters join for evening of contemporary folk.
Cecil Sharp House
£16.50
17
Friday The Bonzo Dog Doo-Dah Band
50th anniversary celebration, sadly without the flawed genius that was Vivian Stanshall.
Koko £25 + fees
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17
Friday Dale Storr
Solo appearance by highly-rated New Orleans, boogie, blues, etc pianist.
The Telegraph, Putney Heath
£11
19
Sunday
Paul Lamb & The King Snakes
Watch out for the supporting one man show by B-Cubed.
100 Club
£10 + fees
19
Sunday
Lucy Ward
Young English folk singer with haunting voice.
Ye Olde Rose & Crown Theatre Pub, 53 Hoe Street,E17 4SA

£7

23
Thursday
Earl Thomas
Popular American blues and soul vocalist, no doubt with UK backing.
The Blues Kitchen, Shoreditch 7.00 pm – 1.00 am, music 9.45
Free entry
24
Friday The Cadillac Kings
Blues, jump-jive and swing served up at
The New Crawdaddy Blues Club. Billericay Town Football Club

£10?

27
Monday
Doña Oxford
Two-fisted boogie woogie player from New York City, who delighted at least one Woodie on her last visit.
Half Moon, Putney £8 + adv, £10 door
28
Tuesday
Mud Morganfield
Son of famous father proving that mud sticks thicker than water.
Jazz Cafe
£15 + fees
May 2015
2
Saturday
Otis Grand Big Blues Band
Big blues by big blues guitarist at the Boom Boom Club.
Sutton United Football Club £12 adv, £15 door
5
Tuesday
Graham Parker & Brinsley Schwarz
Sixties soul fan reunites with one Rumour for UK tour.
Union Chapel £22.50 + fees
6
Wednesday An Evening With Elvis’ Friends
An 80th birthday celebration featuring several who worked with the dead icon.
100 Club
£25 + adv, £30 door
10
Sunday
Ben Bedford
Illinois singer-songwriter and master storyteller.
Cabbage Patch, Twickenham Tickets not yet on sale
22
Friday Najee & Gary Taylor
Smooth jazz saxophonist allied with a smooth soul singer makes for an evening free of rough edges.
Under The Bridge
£25 + fees
26
Tuesday
Chip Taylor
‘Make Me Belong To You’ (Barbara Lewis) is just one of the excellent songs written by ‘Mr Wild Thing’.
Dingwalls
£20 + fees
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27
Wednesday Kim Richey
Ohio-born singer-songwriter who had alt-country hit album in 2002.
Half Moon, Putney £12 + adv, £14 door
June 2015
7
Sunday
Heritage Blues Orchestra
Kenny ‘Beedy Eyes’ Smith, some pals, a grammy-nominated album, and a whole lotta blues. What more
could you ask?
Jazz Cafe
£18 + fees
15
Monday
Lead Belly Fest
Tribute by many artists, some even with a blues connection. Tickets at ‘real deal’ prices.
Royal Albert Hall
£63.70 - £104.50
16
Tuesday
JD McPherson
Shorter than six months since his last visit suggests he must be an anglophile.
Koko, Camden
£15 + fees
29
Monday
Allen Toussaint
A solo performance by New Orleans maestro. Pity that ticket prices are up 20% from last year.
Ronnie Scott’s £45 - £60
July 2015
7
Tuesday
Jimmy Cliff
Jamaican singer-songwriter wisely choosing summer to re-appear in London.
Indigo2
£23.20 - £51.50
14
Tuesday
Dan Penn & Spooner Oldham
Legendary songwriters, whose contribution to soul music should not be underestimated, at wooden-seated
venue.
Union Chapel £25 + fees
Not forgetting the TFTW gigs as advertised in Keith’s Third Page column
Sunday 17th May at Woodville Halls Gravesend
Cliff Bennett
Dave Berry
The Norman Beaker Band
Beryl Marsden
Matchbox
MC Jess Conrad
6.30-10.30
Sunday 28th June at The Borderline, Manette Street W1D 4JBV
2is Reunion/British Rock’n’Roll Heritage Show Part 2
Jona Lewie
Graham Fenton
Mike Berry
Mike Sagar
Richard Harding
Cliff Edmonds
TFTW Band
MC Robb Shenton
DJ John Howard
5.00-10.30
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If you wish to be placed on our mailing list to receive the free on-line magazine (around six issues per annum),
occasional newsletters/round robin emails which advise all our subscribers of items of interest, reductions on all
TFTW gigs/merchandise, also reductions on selected promotions, automatic invitations to all TFTW social
events, or if you wish to advertise in the UK's only on-line roots music magazine, please contact

'Tales From The Woods'
25 Queen Anne Avenue, Bromley, Kent, BR2 0SA
Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk
All subscribers receive a membership card. For those who do not possess a computer we send out black
and white paper copies of the mag which will incur a fee of £10 per year.

Remember - you’re only young twice… Keith Woods
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